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Were man but constant
perfect.—Shakespeare.

he were
i

V. F. STUDLEY
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION

Kineo Productions

238 MAIN STREET

COMMUNITY BANKING
It is to your interest to be friendly
with your neighbor and to participate
in the business of the community in
which you reside.
It is to your advantage to do business
in your home town, thereby increas
ing the importance and value of you^
neighborhood.

The Security Trust Company

The men and women of Maine hare reason
to be thankful for the inheritance of charac
ter and self-control handea down to them
from their forefathers, for than this there is
no finer inheritance. Those early pioneers,
coming from across the seas to this unknown
land, erected a free government in the wilder
ness of its woods and on the bleak shores of its
coast, and they builded better than they knew.
From the earliest times this State has stood
for high ideals, and its manhood and woman
hood is not surpassed by that of any of its
sister States.
Now therefore, I, Percival P.
Baxter, Governor of the State of Maine, do
hereby designate, Thursday, November 24. 1921,
Thanksgiving Day in the State of Maine.
And, as the family is the unit of the State
I call upon the people of Maine to observe
this day and to strengthen their home ties
by gathering together wherever possible In
family groups.
I urge our citizens to give
thanks to the Almighty, both in their homes and
in their churches, for the many blessings He
has bestowed upon this State, and to pray to
Him that our people may remain steadfast in
the right and may be worthy of a continuance
of the Divine blessing.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

would like to have every citizen a
DEPOSITOR
Branches:
Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union

ORGANIZED 1903

ARE YOU PROPERLY PAID

For the Time You Spend at the Wash Tub?
In a great many homes housewives have discovered that they have
been doing their family washing at a loss. They find in many cases
that sending out the washing is costly.

Wo are making a special price on FAMILY FINISHED WASH
ING for the winter. Tell us what you are paying for your washing all
ironed and ready to use. Get our price and see if it is not more reason
able. We iron everything—starch when necessary—do all the Shirts!
and Collars our modern way with modern machinery. Clothes donc|
our way have a better finish, wear longer, cost you less. We want to
prove it to you. Send your washing this week; havp it all finished—.
if it isn’t as good or better than you have been having it done, there will
be no charge (we mean just that) no charge if not as good or better1
than your wash-woman is doing it and at a better price.
Everything back but the dirt—sweet and white.

WE KNOW HOW

Established 1914

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IN BUSINESS OVER SEVEN YEARS

136-137

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.
^ffieijMoase (jfturft on

APPLES

SHIP US
nothing but

SPECIALTY

APPLES

20 North Side Faneuil Hall Market
“In the Heart of the Market”

BOSTON

MASS.
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THE WOMAN WHO SIGNS

National)

Bank
x'.

THE CHECK,
She is the frugal and thrifty one.

She is the one that is putting the
American Home on such a high and exalted
plane.
She has learned the advantages to be
derived from a check account.
)

And most of all—she knows that the safest place for
her money is with a Member Bank of the Federal Re-'
serve System.

1854

UNION TRUANCY CASE

THIS TIME LAST YEAR

The Sea Products Co. received
its first fare of fish, on the smack
Verna G., .which brought 53,000
pounds of cod.
William H. Smith, past com
mander of Edwin Libby Post,
died in Billerica, Mass.
Petitions were placed in cir
culation for the division of the
town of South Thomaston.
Dr. C. E. Buchanan of Read
ing, Vt., located in Rockland. *
William S. Thompson bought
the restaurant opposite Hotel
Rockland.
Rev. Fr. Eugene Giavina, who
had served four years as Rev.
Fr. Flynn's assistant at St. Ber
nard's Church, was transferred
to Rumford.

Volume 76.................. Number 138.

MORE LUCKY HUNTERS

NORTH NATIONAL BANK 1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND, MAINE
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7 UNTIL 9

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
HARD FINISH

THE WALLS
of your house with plaster from
here. It is as fine as sifted flour,
entirely free from grit or any
foreign substance. It is a great
water absorber, mixes freely and
sets quicker with a surface smooth
as glass. We also sell plaster board,
^ahe modern wall finish. What can
furnish you?

W. H. GLOVER CO.

COMING HERE FRIDAY

Local Hunters Could Furnish Alvin Rhodes Claimed His An Expedition Which Brought Baptist Trolley League To
Scenario For a Thrilling
Boy Physically Unable To
1000 Pounds of Deer Meat
Hold Its First Session of the
Walk the Distance.
Serial of Many Episodes.
Out of the Wilds.
Season.
Alvin Rhodes, who was charged by
the Union school board with neglect
ing and refusing to send his 7-yearold son, Raymond, to school, was ar
raigned before Judge Miller in Mu
nicipal Court Saturday.
Mr. Rhodes claimed that the lad
Leaving Rockland Wednesday even was suffering from the effects of a
ing, Nov. 3, at fr o’clock, our party, sunstroke, and not physically able to
consisting of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mc walk the two miles which are neces
Rae, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody, Mr. sary since the school in the Gleason
and Mrs. B. R. Witham and Mr. and I district was closed and the children
Mrs. I. N. Morgan, with Mr. and Mrs. transferred to the Round Pond dis
Austin Phllbrook on the drivers' seat, trict. W. A. Ayer of the school board
we set forth on our way to the great testified that he had measured the dis
wilderness of Northern Maine in tance and found it to be a little less
quest of big game. Driving all night than two miles, which had been es
we reached Greenville at 6.55 a. m., tablished by the board as the limit.
where we stopped for provisions. Then
Judge Miller expressed the opinion
going on 46 miles we arrived at that the fine autumn weather had
Chesuncook Dam Thursday. Crossing given an excellent opportunity to test
Chesuncook Lake we arrived at our out the lad’s physical ability in walk
destination in time to fix up the camp ing to and from school. He found Mr.
for the night.
Rhodes guilty, but was disposed to
We had a very comfortable trip, and leniency, and imposed upon him sim
everybody was happy and ready for ply costs of court, which amounted to
the next move. During our two weeks' $9.20. Mr. Rhodes appealed.
stay in camp we saw the sun but two
The complaint against the boy was
days, snow falling steadily. This, aft dismissed, on the ground of the lad's
er the first week, made hunting con extreme youth, and because it did not
ditions very disagreeable; in fact al appear that he was a voluntary truant.
most impossible, although plenty of Glover M. Titus was complainant, and
game was in evidence. Space is too R. I. Thompson was counsel for the
scarce to tell all of the interesting respondents.
and amusing things which took place
during our two weeks’ stay in the big
woods but our return trip was one
that none of the party will forget for
years to come.
Breaking camp at 5 a. m. and toting
five deer, (3 bucks and 2 does), as
well as our wangen a mile through
deep snow over a narrow road, in a
blinding snow storm, was no cinch,
OPTOMETRIST
if you ask any of the party. Then
making the trip of 15 miles across the
lake in a practically open boat was
Oldest Graduate in
another phase in the story, but when
one finds a Captain any more warm
Rockland
hearted and accommodating than Al
exander Gunn they will have to travel
*
106tf
a long, long journey, and then some.

Orel E. Davies

As a sequence to his annual hunting
expedition in the Maine woods, Geoiwe
W. Bachelder and party can truthfully
say that they have separated a thous
and pounds of deer from their native
haunts. The hunters, among whom
were included E. R. Edwards, Pearl
Robinson, C. T. Spear of Bangor and
George W. Bachelder left Rockland a
week ago Sunday to try their luck
in the wilds of Maine, more par
ticularly in the vicinity of West Lake
which Is some 50 miles above Bangor.
The grand total of seven deer which
was slain by the party, had a combined
weight of 1,000 pounds and the three
bucks average about 180 pounds each.
According to the account other game
was as plentiful as deer and the party
got a fleeting glimpse of a wildcat and
a bear. Scarcely consistent with story
book accounts of grlslles that stride
up to a box and wrestle with hunters
and wildcats that jump on anybody
that looks good to them, both of these
specimens were traveling north at a
rate that led the hunters to believe
they were far more perturbed than the
party.
Thoroughly satisfactory accommo
dation was furnished at the Potter
Preble sporting camps, which are lo
cated on a lake with an Indian name
about a foot long that nobody ven
tured to spell.

The young people of the Baptist
Trolley League, which includes the
churches in Camden, Rockport, Rock
land, Thomaston and Warren, will
hold their first rally of the season at
the First Baptist Church in this citynext Friday afternoon and evening A
free supper will be served to the young
people in attendance at 6 o’clock. Spe
cial speakers from out of town will
be in the program While these serv
ices are primarily for young people,
the public is cordially Invited to at
tend. The program follows:

LESLIES
says

GOOD HOLIDAY PICTURE

"READ THE
ADVERTISING”
It enables you to get more
for your money. It is your
guide to what’s good to get.
Dinner Special,
.50
Supper Specials .35, .50, .65

Reaching the Dam in the early fore
Lowest prices on the best of
noon we were very generously ten
FOOD STUFFS
ORDER YOUR—
dered warm quarters by Carl Graves,
clerk for the Great Northern, at the
Chesuncook Operations. We were ENGRAVED
told here that we might expect a hard
PERSONAL
passage, and they told us no fairy
282 Main St., Rockland
tales, for a hard passing it was. By
137-139
GREETING
CARDS
churning, pushing, shoveling and walk
ing we reached Greenville at 7 p. m.,
where "we stopped for the night. It For Christmas
L/fA
was a distance of 46 miles, which was
NOW
GRANTS NEW TRIAL
flying compared with what we en
countered from Greenville to "four
Law Court Over-rules Verdict miles below Monson.’’
Leaving the Greenville line about
304 Main Street, ROCKLAND
in Notable Dark Harbor a mile behind, we struck an experi
ence which has put Peary and Cook
Case.
in the shade, at least so we think.
One of our men called at a farm to
The rescript handed down from the borrow a shovel and the man of the
law court in the case of Ralph M. Col- house, E. W. Sawtelle, offered the
MEN’S
lamore vs. Preston Player, recalls one services of a span of beautiful grey
work
horses
which
he
informed
us
of the near tragedies of the severe
WOMEN’S
GHfrifitmaa
winter of 1916-1917, when Penobscot could pull us through our difficulties
bay was ice bound for many months in “jig iime,” and he proved the truth
MISSES
’
and the towns ^fn its shores were iso of his assertion.
Through snow two feet on the level
lated for weeks at a time.
CHILDREN’S
On an island near Islesboro, where to five feet, where drifted, we were
j]HIS year more peo
Mr. Player, a Boston man, had a sum towed nine miles over hili and down
ple than ever will
valley,
with
never
a
hitch
excepting
mer place, the caretaker, the plaintiff
decide on the Photograph
in the suit, and his wife and family when our boys would have to use a
as a happy token to give
spent the winter. Returning from shovel occasionally. We most willing
to those whose friend
Dark Harbor one night, whither he ly doff our hats to Mr. Sawtelle, who
had gone for provisions, Mr. Colla- proved that "a friend In need is a
ship they wish to hold
Big Stock
more sustained a broken leg, and his friend indeed.” The remainder of our
and cherish.
young wife, finding him on the shore journey through Shirley was a little
A dozen photographs will
Many
Different
Makes
less
strenuous,
but
was
indeed
bad
after dark, dragged him to the house,
solve a dozen puzzling gift
enough
until
we
reached
Monson
built a bonfire and starting up the en
problems. Make an appoint
Prices Right
gine which ran the electric lights where we had a lunch at Larrabee’s
ment today.
restaurant
fit
for
the
king.
Go
to
Lar
turned them all on in the big house.
SPECIAL—Women's
Rubbers,
This attracted attention from the vil rabee’s when you go to Monson. We'll
Champney’s Studio
lage at Dark Harbor, and a call for say you’ll never regret it.
military
and
low
heels
..........
75c
432 Main St, Rockland
Leaving Monson we travelled slow
help was sent to the naval station at
Rockland, one of the revenue steamers ly but steadily, and reached Newport
Child’s 3 buckle Overthoet $2.00
going to the island where the family Wednesday night at midnight, where
we were warmly welcomed by the
was given medical aid
Misses 3 buckle Overshoes $2.50
Mr. Collamore brought suit against Worster Brothers at Jones' Inn, given
Women’s 3 buckle Overshoes $3.50
midnight
feast
in
their
wonderful
the Boston man for damages and a
Men’s 4 buckle Overshoes $3.75
verdict for the plaintiff was returned. kitchen and were assigned to the most
Now Mr Player has been granted a comfortable downy beds. This is an
other
place
you
should
not
pass
by
if
Men’s Dress Rubbers, $1.00, $1.25
new trial by the Law Court, which
All your friends appreciate your—
claims that it was through negligence you ever visit Newport. Hats off to
the
Worsters
also.
and the severity of (he winter, and
PHOTO
....
Felt Shoes and Slippers
not through any fault of Mr. Player
Leaving Newport at 10 a. m. we
that the accident occurred.
CHRISTMAS GIFT
plodded our way through slush and
MAKE APPOINTMENTS EARLY
rain around detours and over ruts and
TALES OF THE SEA
puddles, until so utterly worn out and
HAROLD A. STAPLES
tired every one had forgotten to laugh,
34 Hill Street - • Rockland, Me.
Schooner Catawamteak, Capt. W. a thing which they had not ceased to
887 Main St, Rockland, Maine
134 Tu-Stf
R. Kalloch, sailed Saturday for Bos do from the time they started until
ton, with laths from Salmon River, N. they returned. Even Line forgot- to'
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
B.
laugh, and that is something quite
« « • •
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD
MARIANNE CROCKETT
unusual as everyone knows who has
The schooner Singleton Palmer has the pleasure of his acquaintance.
been blown up by the Coast Guard When I last saw Austin Phllbrook
Vocal Teacher
people and is now out of the way of his laugh had dwindled down to a
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
navigation forever.
TEACHER OF PIANO
smile, but I think I could hear him
....
Telephone 498-R.
whistling the tune of “Home, Sweet MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
129-tf
The four-master Ellen Little arrived Home” In the distance. Any time you
at Portland Friday from Turk's Is want a chauffeur who has no white
Pupil of Elizabeth 8. Burger
WHEN IN BOSTON—Zrery Keue of The
land, via Norfolk, with a cargo of salt.
Northwestern University
Ccurler-flazelte le on eele by the Old floutb
feathers in his plumage just call up
This vessel has had more or less of a Phllbrook of the lteo Speed Wagon. 13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M New, Co, Washington St. opposite foot of
8ohool
Call around and get a oopp of the
hard time, having been stripped of You’ll make no mistake, for he never 129-141
Daper with the home newa.
IS-tf
some of her sails and being forced to
had a moment's relief from the wheel
go into Norfolk to refit and also to fill going or coming.
up on stores.
You ask what about the women?
Well, they were game to the limit,
some of them having walked consid
erably over five miles through the
Every few hours
hou swallow deep snows to lighten the load, but the
Why send your money to Massa
writer hasn’t much to say about the
slowly small pieces of
obust lady, for she seemed to be es
chusetts or other states for Savings
Vicks the size of a pea. pecially favored—possibly because her
Deposit?
and blowing helped to increase
Melt a little in a spoon pulling
the velocity of the wind.
and inhale the vapors.
Reaching Rockland at 7 p. m. the
You make trouble for your executor or ad
bunch took supper at “Mont’s” and
ministrator. Deposit at home and save all
then drifted to their various homes,
■'ary but fully satisfied with the trip,
that expense.
and plannirtg another next year, if all
goes well with everyone concerned.
We have a savings department.
The camera was freely used on the
trip and no doubt some interesting pict
ures will be the result. One of the
most interesting to the party was the
A Fair Offer. Accept It.
We extend a cordial invitation to flashlight of Bert in the far distance.
anyone suffering with catarrh to call
_______ Rockland, Maine_____________
All Columbia Records Sue at Studand see Hyomei. We will refund the
money it Hyomei does not relieve. All ley’s—headquarters for Brunswick
EMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM !il!l~
Phonographs and Record*.
126U
Druggists.—adv,

Colonial Restaurant

Carver’s Book Store

TEL. 650-R

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
678 MAIN STREET.

ROUGHIN’ IT UP NORTH

In Saturday’s issue, told in con
densed
form, was a story of the ad
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est ere solicited.
ventures of a local hunting party.
Entered at the poetofflce In Bocklsnd for elzeulatlon el ■ecund-claee poets! rates.
From the diary kept by one of the
lady members of the expedition these
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Osset ie was established In additional facts are gleaned.

demonstration

Rockland Distributor of All

SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 22, 1921.
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PIPELESS

THURSDAY AND

Brmmbraitrra

RUBBERS

Boston Shoe Store

COUGHS

The Rockland National Bank

2 :3ft p. m.—Service of Worship
Rev. O. W. Stuart
3 :ftft p. ni.—Our Young People—The Devo
tional Life
Miss Annie J. Gwynne
3:30 p m.—Our Young People—Training for
Leadership
Rev. T. M. Griffiths
4 :00 p. m —Address
Rev. E. M. Holman of Bath
4 :30 p. ni —Our Young People—Doing Some
thing
Rev. Milton M. McGorrlll of Philadelphia
5 :ft0 p. m.-—Discussion
Led by Rev. Andrew Young
6:00 p. m—Hupper Hour
Conference, Songs, Cheers
»
7:0ft p. in—Rally Song Service
Led by Rev R. H. Short
7 :13 p. in —“Christ’s Challenge to Youth”
Miss Annie Gwynne
7 :45 p. m.—Address
Rev. E. M Holman
8:15 p m—“Young People in a Changing
World”
Rev M M McGorrlll
8 :35 p ni.—Consecration Service
Benediction
Rev. Remick

“The Courtship of Myles Standish,”
Thanksgiving Day Attraction at the
Park.

Thanksgiving Day pleasure seekers
will enjoy the big double hill at Park
Theatre, the conspicuous attraction of
which will be "The Courtship of Myles
Standish.”
The film not only presents some of
the most romantic and picturesque oc
currences in American History, but is
particularly timely at this moment
when the tercentenary celebration of
the landing of the pilgrims is .going
on in historic. Plymouth. The early
part of the film—which incidentally ad
mirably follows the outline of Long
fellow’s poem and so preserves all the
charm of the latter and revivifies it—
is devoted to showing scenes of his
toric Plymouth, Plymouth Rock, Old
Leyden Street. Burial Hill, the site of
the Standish Home at Duxbury, the
Standish Monument, the John Alden
House, Pilgrim Hall, and many other
Interesting spots familiar to Plymouth
visitors. They put the spectator of
the film In admirable frame of mind
to appreciate the historic significance
of the picture which follows, and to
almost believe that it Is actually John
Alden and Priscilla and the doughty
Captain Standish Instead of their 20th
century motion picture counterparts
who move before them on the screen.
Beside these leading actors in the
motion picture film there Is a big east
which embraces soldlerH, eouncilmen,
Indians and Pilgrims. The presence
of all these lends verisimilitude to the
scenes. The landing on Plymouth
Rock, stirring encounters between
Standish and the Indians, Thanksgiv
ing feast days and many of the other
happenings in the early Plymouth
Colony are splendidly depicted, and,
of course, the writer of the scenario
has not forgotten the famous scene
In which Priscilla admonishes Alden,
who Is attempting to plead the suit of
the captain, to "Speak for yourself,
John." One of the most captivating
scenes In the play, that, which got its
need of laughter and applause.
The program is also shown Friday.
—adv.

Rev. W. L. Pratt, former pastor of
the First Baptist Church, will occupy
the pulpit of Tremont Temple the com
ing Sunday. Tremont Temple is with
out a settled pastor, but the pulpit Is
supplied regularly by some of the
ablest preachers obtainable, and the
invitation to Mr. Pratt is a distinct
compliment to the reputation which
he has so soon come to enjoy in the
New England metropolis.
The personnel of the Bowdoin Col
lege Banjo Club was announced Sat
urday. Knox County has a represent
ative In the person of John Walter
Dahlgren, '22, of Camden. If he can
play a banjo as well as he can play
halfback, the Club has a valuable man.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affaire, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
••DO IT HOW”

If with pleasure you are viewing any work
a man is doing,
If you like him or you love him, tell him
now;
Don’t withhold your approbation till the
parson makes oration
As

he lies
brow;

with

snowy

lilies

o'er

his

For no matter how you shout it, he won’t
really care about It:
He won’t know how many teardrops you
have shed;

If you think some praise la due him, now’s
the time to slip It to him.
For he cannot read his tombstone whin
he’s dead!

More than fame and more than money la
the comment kind and sunny.
And the hearty, warm approval of a
friend;
For It gives to life a savor, and it makes
you stronger, braver.
And it gives you heart and spirit to the
end;
If he earns your praise, bestow It j if yon
like him, let him know it;
Let the words of true encouragement be
said;
Do not wait till life Is over and he’s under*
neath the clover,
For he cannot read his tombstone when

he’s dead.
----- ------- A. XWW. J
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IHREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Maine, Nov. 22, 1921
Personalty ar. pea red Frank > Lyddic who on

'*th declares the' he is pressman in the office
jf ’he Rockland Publishing Co and tha; of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Nov. 19,
1921, there was printed a total of 5.979 copies, i
Before mi
FRANK B MlLLh.lt.
Notary Public

CLINCHES

PENNANT

Rockland’s Failure To Punt Caused Loss of the Rubber
Game—Freshmen Win Series.

Overcoats

A crowd of not less than 800 persons with the ball on Camden's 25-yard
saw the strenuous battle between line.
The tide ebbed and (lowed in early
Rockland High and Camden High part of the last period, and once the
There was a time not so long ago
Saturday, and saw Camden score the Camden goal line was only 10 yards
when one might assume that geese
solitary touchdown which spelled the distant when Rockland was held for
and turkeys were in the habit of laying golden eggs when alive, if the
county championship for another year. downs. Camden punted to the 40yard line. The visitors made first
price on them when they were dead
It was the rubber game, and as usual. down and then lust on downs. Cam
could he considered an indication.
Witte played on the Camden—some den punted, and was penalized for
This year, in the opinion of local mar
body suddenly having lost the recipe tackling on a fair catch. The game
ket men, turkeys, geese, ducks and
which provides for an alternating of ended without either goal line being
chickens will occupy their erst-while
endangered.
prominence in next Thursday’s fes
Overcoat quality that is better. Styles that are su
the rubber game.,
The summary:
tivities, for there is a drop of from 15
Camden played a staunch game, Camden H. i>.
Rockland H. S.
perior, and workmanship that is the best in years and
to 20 cents on each pound of these
showing much power on the offensive Hanson, le........................ re, C. Record
indispensable birds. Native and 1 erat very much lower prices than at any time since the
as well as defensive. The two teams McCobb, It ................................ rt. Baum
mont turkeys, ducks and geese will be
Bowers, lg ........................... rg, Massalin
war days.
were in fact, as evenly matched as two
in the close proximity of 65 cents
Callahan, c .......................... c, Alyward
among local poultry dealers; largest
peas in a pod, and it was a tactical error Joy. rg ................................ lg, Crockett
PLAIN OVERCOATS AND BELTED, SPORT
chickens will be 45 cents and small
rather than inferior playing which Warren, rt ......................... lg, Flanagan
chickens and fowls 40 cents. There
Thurston, re..................... le, O. Record
I lost the game for Rockland,
COATS AND CHESTERFIELDS, STORM COATS
appears to be a good supply and no
Bean, qb .................................. qb. Reed
The
game
opened
with
Rockland
one will be obliged to go without an
qb, Titus
AND
ULSTERS
kicking
off.
With
the
evident
inten

old fashioned Thanksgiving dinner be
Calderwood, lhb ................... lhb. Lord
cause of shortage or super-height in
tion of sewing up the game in the Dodge, rhb ........................ lhb, Mealey
They are all here in great variety. Every coat is finely
prices. And everything else that gen
lhb. Sleeper
first period Camden made two first
erally receives consideration on next
tailored and the best value obtained for the money.
downs in quick succession, losing the Snowdeal, fb ........................... fb, Black
Thursday has come down from the
Score, Camden H. S. 6. Touch
ball after two unsuccessful attempts downs, Snowdeal. Referee. Cook of
quotations of last year. Native celery
at a forward pass.
Mealey made Colby.
will range from 15 to 25 cents a bunch
Umpire, Sturtevant.
Head
and the Pascal variety will probably
seven yards and Reed went through linesman. Burns. Linesmen. Rogers
b 15. McIntosh Reds, Delicious and
or a first down. A blocked punt was and Stevens. Timer, McDonald.—12m
Spitz
he market,
recovered by Rockland, Mealey made periods.
five yards, but Rockland was com
togeth,
°ror and
The Victorious Freshmen
pelled to punt. Camden continued Its
Malaga >■
desire
ine plunging tactics, for two first
Casaba m
ucumThe annua| football series between
downs.
bers, even Though They areout oi sea- j
the Freshman and Sophomore classes
When the second period opened of Rockland High School has come to
son, may obtain them at the leading
Mealey had been replaced by Sleeper. a close with the Freshmen decidedly
grocers.
A forward pass, Calderwood to Thurs on the top side. The standing:
ton brought Camden well into the 1st—Freshmen 27
Sophomores 14
The necessity of teaching local his
visitors territory, but Rockland held 2d—Freshmen 27
Sophomores 7
tory in addition to the prescribed
splendidly
and
the
ball
fell
her
pos

Sophomores 13
I strawberry blossoms here this week.
3d—Freshmen 13
course was urged Friday night byWHITE HEAD
session
when
a
matter
of
inches
only
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Mitchell and
The tie game was played on the sog
Judge Frank B. Miller in an address
separated
it
from
the
Rockland
goal
gy Broadway field Saturday morning,
„
. n.
~~~ tDistrict
-u .... . 6,.
Etta spent the day in Rock- line.
before the Rockland Teachers' Asso
Grant
T. Demmons,
Super- i daughter
, "
and was replete with spectacular
I land recently.
ciation. "Footprints of History” was
And
here
came
the
fatal
error
of
not
his title. Judge Miller said he would visor, of the U. S. C. G. Telephones, has . vjls. h. yy. Andrews and son Hor- immediately kicking out of danger, for slides and seemingly impossible feats.
begin teaching local Maine history in been at H. W. Andrews’ this week in- : ace, who spent ten days in Rockland the field is down grade near the goal Lord, a brother of Capt Lord of the
first team, was the particular star and
the lower grades, following it in High stalling a telephone. Carl Cottrell of recently have returned home.
line, and Rockland was entirely at
The new station and watch tower
School with United States history and Rockland came down to help him with
disadvantage. Result, ball lost on gives great promise. Black and lnare nearly completed and will be oecu a fumble, and in Camden’s possession gerson also looked good for the Fresh
general history, as laid down in the
pied soon. For the benefit of former on the 1-yard line. On the second men, Knight ,Ames and the Snows
course. He called attention to the a double barreled gun and a dog.
Capt. A. G. Maker, keeper of Plum residents who are now scattered play Snowdeal went through for a did best work for 1924 If another half
Important part which Maine has
men. Knight, Ames and the Snows
played in history as handed down by Island. Coast Guard, Mass., accompa around in different States, and are touchdown.
tradition and manuscript, but which nied by Mrs. Maker, are visiting at much interested in the new improve
The scoring ceased at this point but omores might even tip the record for
ments. a full description of the build the excitement did not.
has never been given a permanent H, W. Andrews’.
Camden they played their best game Saturday.
ings in regard to location, etc., will kicked off and Reed ran the ball back The lineup:
place in history such as Massachusetts
Arnold Sprague of Eastport, and
Freshmen
Sophomores
•vents have had. The subject of his Judson Carter of Jonesport have ar appear in The Courier-Gazette later to the 40-yard line. Rockland was
The boat house is not completed yet. penalized five yards, but made a first Hall le ................................ re II Snow
tory is very dear to Judge Miller, rived at the station as enlisted men.
Mrs. Harry Sprague and Miss Ar- down. The orange and black then Fales It ................................... rt Grant
whose own contributions from Knox
Capt. L. R. Dunn of the Coast
county have been of no small value. Guard spent Saturday at his home in villa Hill of White Head attended marched the ball down the field for Watson lg ............................ rg Cassens
....................... c Staples
church at Spruce Head last Sunday.
three more first downs and was play Murphy c
The committee served a delicious sup Tenant's Harbor.
ing Camden to a standstill when Cam Crockett rg.........................lg Pettengill
per at the close of the meeting, having
Superintendent of Schools E. M.
den intercepted a forward pass on her Emery rt .................................. It Stuart
the valued assistance of Miss Helen Tucker of Tenant's Harbor visited the
MARTINSVILLE
20-yard line. It teas Camden’s ball on Ingerson je ...........................le S. Snow
Piper of Rockport, who is meeting school here recently. He was accomher 30-yard line when the half ended. Black qb ................................ qb Knight
with much success in her work as
Mrs.
Clarence
Freeman
and
Miss
inied by his wife.
The opening of the third period was
teacher of Domestic Science.
"Mike” Sprague picked dandelion Sarah Johnson were in Rockland and marked by an exchange of punts. In Ford lhb ................................ rhb Ames
Coltart rhb ............................ lhb Perry
blossoms and “Billy” Andrews picked Camden calling on friends last Friday. one of the plays Reed, the speedy
Cha pies fb.................... fb Cross, Fuller
The most welcome man on the street
Rockland quarterltack. was so roughly
Referee, umpire, timer and head
yesterday was Fred H. Sanborn, who
used that he was compelled to retire linesman Pat McAuliffe.
waa engaged in the amiable task of
in favor of Titus. Referee Cook teas
delivering the new city directory—the
criticized freely from the Rockland
The captains of the four Maine col
first which has been issued since 1917.
sidelines for nof penalizing Camden.
lege football elevens have made their
Mr Sanborn has taken exceeding pains
Rockland made a first down, and selections for the All-Maine team, a
with this publication, and while he
then came the most sensational play of ! composite of which gives Bowdoin
does not for a minute claim it to be
the game Black’s run of 45 yards. four positions. Maine two, Colby four
error proof, it is easily the most com
Hard pressed by a pursuing Camden and Bates three, an extra quarterback
PHONOGRAPHS
AND
RECORDS
plete directory ever offered to Rock
player the Rockland halfback ran and halfback being in the list. This is
land patrons. The "house guide” alone
close to the Camden sidelines, where the composite team:
occupies 41 pages, and the volume
it is claimed that he was attacked by
Ends—Gibbons of Bowdoiu, Mccomplete has 150 pages. Arbor M.
a spectator. The Rockland crowd Kechnie of ifaine: tackles—Guiney of
Abbott of 26 Park street has the dis
surged across the field, but order was Bates. Lote’ery of Colby; guards—
tinction of heading the list, while Wil
finally restored.
Black says that
liam A. Young of 112 Thomaston street
somebody on the sidelines stopped Cook of Colby. Eames of Bowdoin;
brings up the rear of the procession.
him, but lie had no means of knowing centre—Enholme of Colby: quarter
back—Woodbury of Bowdoin, Young
who did it.
Union Thanksgiving services will
It was now Roekland’s ball on Cam of Colby; halfbacks—Moulton of
be held Wed1 esdny night at 7.30
den’s 18 yard line, and it did not seem Bates, Small of Maine. J. Smith of
> clock in the Congregational church.
possible that the awakened team Bowdoin; fullback—Davis of Bates.
Morrell of Bowdoin received one
Rev. John 41. lvatoLlt of the Univercould be stopped. At this puncture
salist church will preach the sermon.
came a 5-yard penalty, and for Rock vote for halfback and one for fullback.
• * • •
4 special musical program will be giv
land was held for downs, with a loss
en. For several years this service has
of five yards. Camden made a first
The Bowdoin Freshmen defeated the
down and then punted to Sleeper, who Bowdoin sophomores Saturday 12 to
i.en held on Sunday night, but this
an the ball back to Camden's 45- 6. Charles Berry of Rockland played
year it was decided to change the date
yard line. Camden was penalized for fullback on the victorious team.
to the eve: ing before Thanksgiving
being offside. Rockland made a first Though not a letter man. Berry was
.y At this season so fraught with
down, and then fumbled. A Rockland a member of the varsity squad this sea
hopeful world events it is particularly
player recovered the balL but punting son, and gave a good account of him
fitting for Christian people to assem
was necessary and the period ended self.
ble to give common thanks to God.
A very cordial invitation is extended
the general public to attend.

Overcoats

“If you want turkey”
these $40. suits have the
plumage that will appeal
and the “stuffing,, that will
satisfy your appetite for
quality.
The insides as good as the
outside.
Hand tailored.

The $6u. suits of a year ago are
rank "'outsiders” compared icith
these birds.

I

£ EW

ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE

T. E.
A ru
m Sun
Tibbetts
day and the surplus water running
for many hours, flooded G. W. Palmer
4 Son’s jewelry store beneath. The
mischief was not discovered until Dr.
John Tibbetts arrived Monday morn
ing. The water was shut off and
prompt efforts were made to repair
the damage below.

DECEMBER BRUNSWICK RECORDS

ODD BURGLARY CLUE

—ON SALE TODAY—

House Afire Gave Marshal
Gilchrest An Idea Which
Resulted in Two Arrests.

Loveliest airs from popular operas; an epoch-making piano record
by one of the greatest living pianists;' a wonderful intermezzo by "the
poet of the violin;” two soul-stirring band marches; the cream of the
up-to-the-minute dance hits—are among December’s offerings. Enough
and to spare for the most devoted and exacting lovers of fine music.
30018 Air de la fleur (Flower Song)—From Carmen Act II
10044

30020

30019
30C21
13029

5047

There will be an Important meeting
of Rockland Encampment Wednes
day night.

2145

MEATS, FISH AND

2140

2146

GROCERIES
2147

In making a consistent effort to
please folks we have found the
secret of a successful mar
ket’s sound foundation.

2141

HE prime condition of
our choice meats and
fish pleases and our fair
treatment of our patrons ex
ercises a pleasing reaction
on the credit side of our
business.

T

KNIGHT BROS.
248 MAIN STREET.

5067

2144

2137

2138

TEL. 475.
13»-140

2139

as

Buy Now«

J

The steadily improving oil sitnation cannot fail to be reflected

■

I* til* price of
Cities Service Securities

I*
mm
»

Henry I Doherty & Company

VERNON E. RAND
60 State Street, Boston, Mats.
MB- .flp 8BHI 8SW

2143

(Bizet) in French Tenor,
Mario Chamlee $1.50
Vissi d’arte (Love and Music)—From Tosca Act II
(Puccini) In Italian Soprano,
Florence Easton
1.50
Prologue—From Pagliacci
(Leoncavallo)
In
Ltalian
Baritone,
Giuseppe Danise 1.50
Liebestraum (A Dream of Love) (Liszt) Pianoforte Solo
Leopold Godowsky 1.50
Meditation—From Thais (Massenet-Marsick) Violin Solo
Max Rosen
1.50
Then You’ll Remember Me—From Bohemian Girl Act III
(Balfe) Tenor,
Theo. Karie
1.25
Love's Garden of Roses (Rutherford-Wood) Tenor, Karie
Mighty Lak’ a Rose (Stanton-Nevin) Soprano,
Irene Williams 1.00
Lullaby—From “Erminie” (Jakobowsky) Soprano and
Chorus,
Irene Williams and Brunswick Light Opera Cc.
On the Campus March (Sousa)
W. B. Rogers and Band
.65
Legion of Honor March (Sousa) W. B. Rogers and Band
Herd Girl’s Dream (Labitsky) Violin-Flute-Harp
Gondolier Trio
.85
Love’s Dream After the Ball (Czibulka) Violin-'CelloHarp,
Rivera Trio
Ain’t You Coming Out, Malinda? (Sterling-Moran-Von
Tilzer) Tenor,
Billy Jones and Malo Trio
.85
Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes (Pease-WhiteSchuster-Nelson) Tenor and Baritone, B. Jones, E. Hare
Don't You Remember the Time? (Williams) Soprano and
Tenor,
Irene Audrey and Charles Hart
.85
Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses (Cooke-Openshaw)
Baritone,
Ford Palmer
Swanee River Moon (Clarke) Tenor and Baritone.
Chas. Hart and Elliott Shaw
.85
Gone, But Not Forgotten (Grant) Baritone,
Ernest Hare
I Wonder If You Still Care For Me—Fox Trot (Ted
Snyder),
Isham Jones’ Orchestra
1.00
June Moon—Fox Trot (Magine-Straight-Lyons)
Isham Jones’ Orchestra
One Kiss—Fox Trot (Burtnett-Arnheim)
Selvin’s Orch.
.85
Love Will Find a Way—Fox Trot (Sissle-Blake,
Selvin’s Orchestra
Yoo-Hoo!—Fox Trot (Al Jolson-Burtnett-Janis),
Carl Fenton’s Orchestra
.85
Second Hand Rose—Fox Trot (Hanley),
Carl Fenton's Orchestra
llo—Fox Trot (Black), ‘
Windsor Orchestra
.85
Sweet Man o' Mine—Fox Trot (Robinson)
Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra
Say It With Music—Fox Trot (Irving Berlin),
Rudy Wiedoeft's Californians
.85
South Sea Isles—Fox Trot (Gershwin),
Rudy Wiedoeft's Californians
Sweet Lady—Fox Trot (Crumit-Zoobl
C. Fenton’s Orch.
.85
Bimini Bay—Fox Trot (Whiting), C. Fenton’s Orchestra

Fire which partly destroyed the
tenement on Broadway occupied by
Ellsworth E. Waltz. Saturday moili
ng, also furnished this clew to the
buglarizing of a Maine Central freight
car, which is ai'fcged to have been done
an the night of Sejjt. 23 by Waltz and
another Maine Central employe named
Lester Pendexter.
Watching the salvage of the tene
ment's contents Marshal Gilchrest had
his attention attracted by some very
unusual articles tejhich were being
brought out.
He inquired as to
Waltz’s vocation, and finding out that
he was a railroad employe became in
stantly suspicious that he might have
had a hand in some of the ear breaks
which had taken place in the upper
freight yard.
These suspicion were communicated
to the local Maine Central authorities
and detectives were sent to Rockland
to investigate.
They found that
Marshal Gilchrest had already made
good headway with the case and did
not hesitate to compliment him for
the shrewd and prompt manner in
which he had undertaken it. These
articles were recovered:
Bull Durham tobacco, valued at
$11.52; case of tea, $21; cross-cut
saw. $6; case of coffee, $19.20; case
of milk, $4.50; case of sausage, $4.50;
cotton gloves, 00 cents; case of Five
Brothers smoking .tobacco, $38.40;
case of enamel waic, $10;
total,
$116.02.
The police also found a large
quantity of pie filling which had been
dumped in the swamp alongside the
"Old Depot.”
Tile investigation revealed, the of
ficers say, that Pendexter was Waltz’s
partner' in the alleged burglary.
Both men are said to have confessed.
They furnished bail.

I. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE

283 Main St.

THANKSGIVING

THANKSGIVING
CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
FREE DELIVERY IN ROCKLAND

C. M. THOMAS
Maverick Square, Telephone 225-M.
and 8 Spruce Street Telephone 690-W

No More Drudgery
Save Your Money
TRY OUR SEMI-FINISHED FAMILY WASH
•

C

•■

«•

Do away with wash day at home! The heavy lifting, the steamy
fretting, the nuisance of watching over a washwoman are relic* of
bye-gone days.
Just bundle up everything that needs washing and phono 170. Then
your job is done.
Leave the rest to us. We’ll wash your things in the purest, mildest
suds. We'll rinse them again and again in the cleanest of rainsoft
water, and we'll iron all the large heavy pieces.
Your bed and table linen will have a snowy lustre, the towels and
napkins will be folded just right. You'll be so proud of your best table
cloth.
Your underwear, stockings, aprons, pajamas, and all the body clothe*
will be gently fluffed in a current of warm, fresh” air, thoroughly dried,
and may be used without ironing.
The dread of wash day is gone. Only a few of the intimate, per
sonal things,—pieces you rather love to fuss with—will remain for you
to iron.
Flat work ready to use, personal clothes washed and dried.
SEND A TRIAL BUNDLE TODAY

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
JUST PHONE 170 AND OUR DRIVER WILL CALL
ALL KINDS OF LAUNDRY WORK

—at the—

Simonton Farm

EMPIRE THEATRE

of

his

red-blooded

photoplays—

"Straight From the Shoulder.” “For The

J. H. SIMONTON
West Rockport

Picture fans will be well pleased to Land’s Sake!” and "Isle of Desire?
learn that this popular movie house Is will be the short subjects. The
to be open Thanksgiving Day. The j Thanksgiving spirit will be In you if
management offers Buck Jones in one you see this program.—adv.

Battery Care in Winter
What To Do If You Lay Up Your Car
Take or send your battery to the
nearest Willard Servico Station to
be stored until you need it. The ad
ditional security and convenience of
leaving this to the Service Station
far outweighs the moderate expenseWillard Service Stations are respon
sible to over three-and-a-half mil
lion battery owners and they can be
trusted to do the job right. Your
storage battery is too valuable to be
put in the hands of anybody but an
expert.

DRY STORAGE
Dry storage is recommended for
all batteries with wood insulation
which have given a summer's ser
vice.
The plates will be disassembled
and corefully stored in a dry place.
In the spring, new insulation is put

in and the battery charged and put
in condition for service
With the wood-insulated battery
this is the only method by which
you can be sure that your battery
will be in serviceable condition in the
spring. Wood insulation is con
stantly deteriorating and cannot be
trusted to last through a second
driving season. Both trouble and
expense are saved by dry storage

Insulation, or for a wood-insulated
battery that has been in service only
three or four months.

Unless injured by abuse, Willard
Threaded Rubber Insulation does not
require renewal and the battery
therefore should not be disassem
bled as long as it continues to op
erate.
If you do not intend to run your
ear this winter, write, telephone, or
call upon our Willard Service
WET STORAGE
Station
immediately
for
full
Wet storage means that yuor bat particulars about the storage of
tery will be kept properly filled with your battery.
pure water and charged at regular
Remember Willard Service Sta
intervals to keep the plates in a
healthy condition.
tions are responsible to the Willard
This form of storage is recom Company for assisting every ear
mended only for the Still Better Wil owner to get as much servico a* pos
lard Battery with Threaded Rubber sible from his storage battery.

Advertises

Advertises Well
Tel. 713

All Day

At HALF PRICE For

The Man Who

Wisely

ROCKLAND DEALER

SHOOTING MATCH

POTTED CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and Cut Blooms

Tel. 466W.

ANY PHONOGRAPH CAN PLAY BRUNSWICK RECORDS

V. Fe STUDLEY

t
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CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

ffinmawick

Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows con
ferred the second degree on Augustus
P. Snowman last night and there will
be work in the third degree next
Monday evening. The usual 10 o'clock
lunch will be served, to which mem
bers are requested to contribute out
of their abundance. A third degree
drill meeting will be held next Friday
evening at 7.30 o’clock. The members
of. the degree staff are earnestly re
quested to be present if they are suffipleri*!- recovered from their Thanksgi.;

$27.50
$16.50

Full Belted Gabardine Raincoats,
Full Belted Serge Slipons,
Boys’ Oil Coats and Rubber Coats.

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632-634 MAIN ST., ROWLAND

Calk of the town

Dancers are asked to bear in mind
that dances will be held at the Train
ing Station Tuesday and Friday nights
of each week, commencing tonight.
BONIN* NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
Marston’s Orchestra of seven pieces
Nov. 24—Annual ball of Rockland Veteran will furnish the music.
Firemen's Association In Havener hall

Nov. 14—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mrs. A. 3. Littlefield. .
Nov. 15—Good Cheer Sewing Circle rum
mage sale In Temple Hall.
Nov. 16—Monthly meeting nt Knot and lln^
coin Fast Grands Association in Camden.
Nov. IS—Meeting of Gen. Knox Chapter of
Rose Croix.
Noy. lit—(Football) Rockland High vs.
Cantdeo High, in Camden, to settle Knox coun
ty championship.
Nov. 19—Library Benefit supper at Meth
odist vestry, r, to 7 o'clock
Not. fil—Opening polo game Rockland Reg
ulars vs. Arcade team, at the Arcade Rink.
Nov.
21—Fortnightly
meeting
Woman's
Educational Club, Methodist vestry, address by
Rev. E. V. Allen
Nov. 23—Union Thanksgiving services In
Congregational Church.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 24—Afternoon and evening opening
polo games In Amateur League.
Nov. 24 (Football)—Rockland High vs
Thomaston High, Broadway ground.
Nov. 28—Shakespeare Society meets with
the Misses Erskine, Beech street.
Nov. 30—Unlversallst fair
Dec. 5—Monthly meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
Dec. 5, 6, 7—"The Four Horsemen of hte
Apocalypse" (a photoplay) at Park Theatre.
Dec. 8—"The Old Peabody Pew" at the
Methodist church.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Remember John Ranco, the Old
Town Indian who paddled to Plym
outh, Mass.? Well, you will see him
in the great holiday picture, "The
Courtship of Myles Standish,” which
will be shown at the Park Theatre
Thanksgiving Day and Friday.

WAIST

DEPARTMENT

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
10 dozen Fine Striped White Dimity and Lawn Waists

Golden Rod Chapter has been in
vited to assist Winona Chapter of
Waldoboro this evening. The mem
bers plan to leave about 4.30 as the
supper is served at 6 o’clock.

$5.00
•

'

.

J

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

••• of...

THANKSGIVING EATS
is far ahead of anything ever seen in this city
It is well worth your time just to look at it

Everything from Soup to Nuts. Only the Best at
Reasonable Prices
MEAT

TURKEYS

SHOULDERS

GEESE

HAMS
SAUSAGE
FANCY NATIVE VEAL
FANCY NATIVE LAMB

ALL CUTS OF BEEF

•

•

FRUIT

POMGRANITES
BANANAS
LEMONS
GRAPE FRUIT
ORANGES

CUCUMBERS

LETTUCE

ONIONS

A’PPLES

SQUASH

BOSTON CELERY
PASCAL CELERY
PEPPERS
RADISHES

KINGS
DELICIOUS
WINESAPS
McINTOSH

Desirahles. . . . . . .

Home-Made
APPLE JELLY
CURRANT JELLY
HORSERADISH
CRANBERRIES
PLUM PUDDING

Dpccartc
VTOKIld

Look out for the Sunshine Society
tag day—Saturday.
,
Thomaston has a scrappy football
team, and with ‘‘Tip’’ Feehan back in
the game will give Rockland High a
big run for its money on the Broadway
ground Thanksgiving afternoon.

John Kolosky. and Charles Smith
were thrown violently from their
wagon on Park street Sunday after
noon when the wheels caught in the
car track.
Faces downward, and
bleeding profusely from cuts and
bruises, they were found some minutes
later, and picked up for dead. Kolosky
was found to have no serious injuries,
but Smith was taken to Knox Hospi
tal with a badly Injured shoulder. He
has no broken bones, however. The
affair caused a big crowd to collect,
with the attending excitement.

A lively interest was manifested in
the three weeks contest by the Ep
worth League of the Methodist church
between the Daisies and the Butter
cups, which started last Sunday night.
The Daisies won the first lap, with a
total attendance of 32, while the But
tercups had 29. Watch this paper for
next Sunday night's result.

The first lecture of the illustrated
series which was given at the Universalist church Sunday evening may be
said to have been a success in more than
one way. In the first place, a large
audience was present. Every seat on
the main floor, from which the pic
tures could be seen to advantage, was
taken, fully 350 persons being present.
The slides which pictured the story of
the play were of superb quality.
Many persons commented upon their
clearness and excellent colsring, as
well as being exact scenes taken from
the drama as produced by talented
actors. The likeness of Frank McGlynn, the actor, to Lincoln was a
thing that one could hardly believe.
The lecture was read by the pastor of
the church. Rev. J. M. Ratcliff, and
although mostly is story from followed
closely the original play. The lecture
was prefaced by a series of extracts
from literature which were thrown up
on the screen. The music of the even
ing besides the hymns was a duet by
Messrs. Wyllle and Robinson and a
contralto solo by Miss Gladys Junes.

We have your satisfaction in
mind at all times. Around a
principle of real service this
business has been built.
ACH time you come here for
Poultry you’ll buy a well
conditioned bird whose age
ie not misrepresented. This is
a shop of quality meats and
polite service.

E

Order Your Thanksgiving Dinner
Here
Young grain raised Geese, Chicks
Fowl, Native Pork Roasts. Fruit
Home Made Doughnuts.

Cakes.

Home Made Mince Meat for that
mince pie. Home Made Sausage.

PLEASE GIVE ME YOUR
ORDER EARLY

CREAM
PIMENTO
GIFFORD’S
WELSH RAREBIT
NEUFCHATEL
ROQUEFORT

CASH MARKET

6iz Math St.
^'RocK'land^
Phone 337 —MLj

YOUNG AMERICA

CAMEMBERT

The producer and
the consumer hold daily
heart to heart talks
through these columns.
(J There is no fictitious
value as an obstacle to
a business transaction
through the want ads.
<1 You cannot afford to
miss the chances thrown
at your feet on tins page,
Mr. Careful Buyer.

Turkey........................................................ ..
Goose...............
................................ ..
Chicken ...................................................... ..
Pork.............................................................

GRAPES

MALAGA

GUAVA JELLY
ASSORTED JELLY
OLIVES
PICKLES
SOUR KROUT

MINCE MEAT

PUMPKINS AND APPLES FOR PIES
(ALL KINDS OF GELATINE AND PREPARED
>
JELLIES FOR PUDDINGS

FANCY MALAGA CLUSTER RAISINS
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC NUTS

Lobster Chowder
Chicken Stew
Side Dishes

Mashed Potatoes
Mashed Squash
Mashed Turnip
Boiled Onions
Apple Sauce
Cranberry Sauce
Hot Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Apple Pie
Bread Pudding
Indian Pudding
Coffee

BOILED LOBSTERS

Maine Grown Cranberries 20c quart; Best Grade
Sweet Potatoes, 7 pounds for 25c; Bull Dog Spanish
Onions, 4 pounds 25c; the famous Geneseo Mint and
Apple Jelly 50c; Crabapple Jelly 50c; Quince Jelly 50c;
Red Currant Jelly 50c.

The Beechnut Catawba Jelly 35c; Blackberry Jam
35c; Raspberry Jam 35c; Peach Jam 35c; Red Currant
Jelly 35c; and New Cranberry Sauce 25c.
We have the following well known Salad Dressings:
Mrs. Chapin’s, Premier, Durkee’s, French’s and How
ard’s, all new and fresh.
Olives, both plain and stuffed.
Oranges—Sweet, Juicy California Oranges at 50c,
60c and 90c dozen; Crape Fruit, very large, 2 for 25c,
small, 4 for 25c.
*____________________

An invoice fresh from the factory of the celebrated
Romance Chocolates at 45c pound, 5 lb. boxes $2.00.

Ribbon Candy in 2 lb. boxes 45c; Old Fashioned
Chocolate Creams 24c pound; But-a-Kisses 28c pound;
Canada Peppermints 30c.

For those who cannot drink Coffee we have Delisco
Jaffee, Instant Postum, Postum Cereal—but for those
that do we have our famous CLAREMONT COFFEE
—without an equal. Why not complete your Thanks
giving dinner with a cup of this coffee that has the
strength as well as the flavor.

The Wight Company
THE HOME OF CLAREMONT COFFEE

BORN

l NOTICE

Rockland, Maine, Novembef 19, 1921.
We wish to deny emphatically the rumor in
circulation about the County that Ialdor Gor
don was at the cottage at Crescent Beach, re
cently sold bv T. R. Sweetland to him, Satur
day night, Norember 12, 1921, and we further
state that said Gordon bad no knowledge of
the affair whatever and that any rumors cir
culated connecting him with this matter are
false and malicious.
T R. SWEETLAND,
R. H. GILCHREST.
Subscribed and sworn to by the above named
parties the day and year first above written.
Before me,
GILFORI) B. BUTLER,
Justice of the Peuec.
138-139
WANTED—TO HIRE—With option of buy
ing, small farm in Warren or vicinity. State
terms. Address RALPH MILLER, 80 School
Street, Gardner, Mass.
138*149

Tea

$1.25
1.25
1.00
.90

Gregory—Seattle, Wash., Nov. 14 to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward O. Gregory, formerly of Glena son—Richard Edward.
Weight 8%

pHlIIlllS

Hall—Rockville, Nov. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
Vesper Hall, a daughter.
Upham—Rockport Nov. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Upham, a son—Karl Frederick.
Hendrix—Rockport, Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Hendrix, a daughter—Thelma Alice.
Weight 10 pounds.

MARRIED
Smith-Bradstreet—Vlnalhaven, Nov. 16, by
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger, Wendell L Smith and
Miss Leola Bradstreet, both of Vlnalhaven.
MacDonald-Clark—Vlnalhaven, Nov. 17, by
Rev. C H. B. Seliger, Edward MacDonald and
Miss Josephine Clark, both of Vinalhaven.

DIED

New lot of Bungalow Aprons,
Gingham Dresses, Tie Aprons, Capt,
etc., just arrived.
These are everyone new goods and
include 14 new styles, in amall,
medium and out-sizes.
Prices from 90c to $1.75
Small Aprons, 35c to 65c

Mrs. M. E. McKinney
49 Cedar Street.

Davis—Glenmere. Nov. 19. Mrs. Arvllla,
wife of (’apt. S. 8. Davis, aged 89 years.
Knowlton-—Camden, Nov. 13, Frederic War
ren aon of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Knowlton,
aged 1 year, 7 months.
Cook—Friendship, Nov. 19, Mary J,, wife of
('apt Albert G. Cook, aged 88 years, 1 tnonih
and 20 days.

FURNITURE

R

E P A I R I N
E F I N I S H I N
EUPHOLSTERI
PRE-WAR PRICES

Will gladly cell anywhere with full lint
of samples end estimate free.

Tel. 154-6

The charge tor publishing a Card ot Thanltl
ie 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
Poetry published with an obituary is charged

CARL E. FREEMAN
Tel. res. 292J
Nearly opp.

tor at 10 oente a line.

Soups

EMPEROR

Naples Walnuts 38c; Long Sicily Filberts 20c; Tarra
gona Almonds 30c; Polished Texac Pecans 30c; Washed
Castanas from Brazil 23c; our special mixture of the
above 28c; P. Casado famous Spanish Cluster Raisins
50c; Thompson’s Seedless Raisins 25c pound; Sunmaid
Seedless Raisins 28c; Gold Leaf Seeded 28c; a fine
Seeded Raisin at 21c pkg., 5 for $1.00; large Turkish
Figs cured by “Aram Ham Parzum ’ at Smyrna 40c
pound; the celebrated Romeo Pulled Figs in I pound
tins at 50c pound; Imported Leghorn Citron 50c pound;
Candied Lemon Peel and Candied Orange Peel 50c
pound; Sweet Prunes from the Russell Grove at Santa
Clara, California, in several sizes 20c to 30c pound;
Dried California Apricots 30c; Dried California Peaches
20c; High Grade Malaga Grapes 30c pound; Delightful
Sage Cheese 35c pound; Full Cream Vermont Cheese
32c; Snappy 15c; Full Cream in foil 18c; Neufchatel
10c; 3 for 25c; Salted Pecans $1.60 pound; Salted
Mixed Nuts $1.25; Salted Jumbo Peanuts 50c; Fresh
Walnut Meats $1.10 pound; Broken Walnut Meats
96c pound; Jumbo Peanut Meats 25c pound.

NOTICE
Aprons For Christmas

Including all the fixings

MacLARENS

|UR THANKSGIVING OFFERINGS this year
ire greater than heretofore and of a superior
quality. This is especially true of our selec
tions of the 1921 crop of Nuts and Dried Fruits.

This store will be open WEDNESDAY EVENING
until 9 P. M.

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Roast
Roast
Roast
Roast

WIGHT’S usISTRr

Mrs. Kidd’s Pin Money Pickles 40c jar; Orange Juice
Extracts 20c jar.

CHEESE

I

RIPE TOMATOES

Co-operation Everything..
Outside the realms of literature and
scientific discovery, no man has ever
accomplished much through his own
unaided efforts. The ordinary human
life is not long enough. The big prizes
have always goto to those men who
have had the faculty of securing the
loyal co-operation of other men. And
always the greater and more whole
hearted the co-operation the bigger the
prize. But the really big man does
not arrogate to himself all the credit
for his achleverafift. He realizes how
It was done, knows that there is suffi
cient honor and reward for all, and is
always ready to give credit where
credit Is due.—Force.

The Veteran Firemen’s Association
is having a membership drive this
week, it being the goal of each man
who belongs to get a new member.
The fee, including the first month’s
dues, is $1.25.

The churches and charitable organ
izations are today distributing baskets
of Thanksgiving dinner among the
poor. The work is under the direction
of Miss Jeanette Simmons, overseer
if the poor, the Salvation Army hav
ing not undertaken the task this year.
The committee hopes to supply all ap
plicants and other families known to
be in destitute circumstances.

DISPLAY AND ASSORTMENT

• '

The Public Library benefit supper
in the Methodist vestry Saturday even
ing netted upward of 390. The vestry
will be open this afternoon in order
that persons who furnished dishes for
the supper may obtain them.

The Woman’s Auxiliary of the
American Legion holds its meeting
Wednesday evening at the Post rooms.
Every member is requested to be there
at 7 sharp. Special business is to
come before the meeting.

COBB’S

VEGETABLES

ing.

Waists of Striped Challie, a nice sport waist, at

Lassell Seminary, Auburndale, Mass.,
is 70 years old this fall, and is said to
be facing every prospect of the great
est and most successful year in its
history., Among the Maine girls reg
There will be a choir rehearsal at
Have you picked out your turkey? istered is Miss Lucy Fuller of Rock
land.
Or Is It to be turkey?
the Baptist church Wednesday evening
at 7.15.
The steam trawler Sheldrake ar
“The Old Peabody Pew” will be re
There will be a Thanksgiving ball
peated at the Methodist church, Dec. 8. rived yesterday with 160,000 pounds
of fresh fish—half cod and half had In Temple hall Thursday night, with
Grant Young, 9 year-old son of Capt. dock—for the Deep Sea Fisheries. music by Marston’s Orchestra.
William Young, picked a full blown This is the best trip of the season
thus far, and with the expected pro
dandelion Saturday.
Miss Alta McCoy, who has been
ceeds from the Piover promises a busy spending her vacation in New York,
has resumed- her duties with the
Pansies are in full bloom in the Owl Thanksgiving week.
Security Trust Co.
Club's flower garden on Oak street.
Mrs. A. J. Richardson, of Bath, for
Not bad, for Democratic panics.
merly of Glencove, has received a let i C. A. Pease, who has been employed
Miss Jessie Rubenstein, who has ter from her son, Arthur Pearl Rich in the western Union office at Belfast
been quite ill with ptomaine poisoning, ardson, saying he had arrived in the past summer, is now with the local
Charleston, S. C. He is first class office as night operator. John Sulli
has returned home from the hospital.
gunner on the U. S. S. Stevens.
van is working on the day key.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
The gorgeous sunset Sunday after
EHery Bowden of Winterport, who
chupcli will meet this afternoon for noon was a striking close to what had
is judge of probate for Waldo county
wort. Picnic supper at 5.30.
been a rather dismal day. Those who
and one of the leading Republicans in
failed to see the exhibition missed
that section of the State, was a visitor
Weather changed the schedule of the finest painting job that Nature has in the city last Friday.
done
this
season.
the Boston boat so that it did not
arrive from Bangor, on its way to
The Amateur Polo League opens
Boston, until Sunday afternoon.
Pansies and marigolds fresh '.rom
their garden on Park street decorated Thanksgiving Day at the Arcade
the dining table of Mr and Mrs. E. W. ! Rink. The afternoon game between
Thomaston High School plays its re
Berry yesterday. They wish the pub the Snowbirds (I. L. Snow Co.’s team)
turn game on the Broadway ground
and the Knox Electrics will begin at
Thanksgiving afternoon. This team lic to know that some of their neigh 3.30, and the evening game, between
bors are equally favored.
has held Camden High to a very small
the Polo Bears and Texaco Stars
score on two occasions, and will fight
Next Sunday evening “Pollyanna" (A. C. McLoon & Co.’s team) will be
just as hard to defeat Rockland Will be given. The lectures are free gin at 8.30. There will be two hours
Thursday. The game begins at 2.30. and the public is cordially invited.
I of skating before each game.

NATIVE SPARERIBS

J. H. Simonton is to hold a shooting
match at his farm all day Thanksgiv

Style “Peter Pan” at $1.95

“Steamship Athletic” has
been
equipped with a "speaking tube." Call
809-W, and you will get a prompt re
ply from the owner of the line or the
steward.

DUCK
ROASTING CHICKEN
[l ROASTING FOWL

A full house enjoyed the Pilgrim
service at the First Baptist church ,
Sunday evening. The choir presented
a unique appearance,—the ladies with 1
“Priscilla” caps and kerchiefs and the 1
men with “Alden” collars and cuffs.
The choir with special soloists, ren
dered selections of unusual quality
and appropriateness. The pastor’s ser
mon was an appeal for a return to the
stern simplicity and bracing faith of
the Pilgrim Fathers. Many remained
to a quiet after-service of devotion.

Milk

LOOK FOR THE BIG “T”

Shop 643 Main St
Blake’s Antieue Store

138*Tues&8atl54

Ice Cream, Health Dessert (or Thanksgiving
Ice Cream when tastefully served is the most delicious and appeal
ing of all desserts. It is more digestible than pastry and pies, and when
its nutritive value is considered is the most economical of all dessert*.
It i* quickly and easily served, and does away with the labor and
worry incidental to the serving of other desserts. We make a specialty
of Brick Work in every form.
ORDERS SHOULD BE IN EARLY FOR THANKSGIVING

HAVENER’S ICE CREAM PARLOR
C. M. HAVENER, Proprietor.

RANKIN BLOCK

137-138

ROCKLAND, ME.

A GRAND OLD DANCE
NIGHT BEFORE THANKSGIVING

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 23
HAVENER HALL

Open Wednesday Evening.

Closed All Day Thursday.

TRAINER’S LUNCH

MARSTON’S
137-138

Page Fouf
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THE HORSE WAS THIN

1921.

Every-Other-Day

Daddy 5 Evening

But Union Farmer Said He
Was Doing His Best To Fill

W-A •

AT-* -to

-

W

the Crevices.
Henry Franklin of Union pleaded not
guilty in Municipal Court Saturday
to the charge of not properly feeding
his horse.
The complainant was
Glover M. Titus, who is an agent for
prevention of cruelty to animals. Mr.
Franklin was formerly a Giver in
New York. He read the seed cata
logues and decided to quit walking oh
the bottom of the ocean, and go to
raising chrysanthemums and mangelwurtzel beets where the footing was a
little more sure.
So he bought a farm which proved
to be very much in the suburbs of
Union and proceeded to make it fur
nish a living for his family, which in
cluded seven children between the
ages of 7 and 12. He also bought a
"plug”—the name generally bestowed
upon an equine which any man is
willing to sell for $15, the price which
he paid for it.
The horse could stand in front of his
window any time in the day without
et all obscuring Mr. Franklin’s view
of the neighboring hills, but the new
owner did his best, he claims, to fill the
vacancy.
Testimony was shy when it came to
establishing a ease of neglect or
cruelty, and Judge Miller decided to
dismiss the case, providing Mr. Frank
lin would in some manner get rid of
the attenuated animal.

______ _

MARY GRAHAM BONNER.
CDF»S1OHT |V WliTMN NIWVkFU UNION

SEA GULL RACES.

“I must tell you ull about It,” salil
the first Sea Gull to the Seaside Fairy.
“In the first place the reason you
saw us acting as we did was because
Hoping for the Best.
we were running races. We were run
“Mrs. Jlbwuy is a candidate for of
ning what is known as relay races. fice, I hear."
Each one of us ran so far at a time,
"Yes.”
and then the next one ran.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
“What Is Mr. Jibway's attitude?"
“You see, all along the harbor, right
“He's optimistic.”
Osteopathic Physician
out to the gate of the sea there are
“Thinks she'll win, eh?”
posts where there are buoys. Now on
ROCKLAND, MAIM
“No, but he hopes tliut after she's M SCHOOL STREET
each of these posts was perched a campaigned for a while she’ll realize
H«urt 9:09 A. M. to 4:09 P. M.
E««ni>|t by Appointaait
sea gull. That was when you saw us. I that' there is no place llke llOme.
Telephoa* 323.
1-M
“Well, we were all racing toward '
the river which Is beyond the harbor,
In the Good Old Days.
Or*. T. L. & Ruth McBeatk
arid so each time one of us raced to
“The Wuffbys seem to take great
the next post beyond us, we shoved pride in their ancestors."
Osteopathic Physicians
the sea gull off, which was on the post,
“They have better cause to do that
49 UNION 8TREET, ROCKLAND, MAINS
and sent him on to another one.
than some people I know.”
HOURS: 9:00 A M. TO 4:00 P. M.
“Then lie did the same to the next
'How so?”
■VENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
sea gull. You saw us doing that?”
“One of tlielr ancestors was a power
TELEPHONE 130
1-tf
"Yes," said the Seaside Fairy, "and nt court when kings amounted to
It did look so funny. Every one of something."
DAVIS & STURM
you did the same thing. And you
Chiropractors
each moved the other away 1
True to Form.
Palmer School Graduatee
"Just as though two of you couldn’t
Clara—“That man over there Is star
«00 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAIN*
get along together.”
ing straight at my. nose.”
Ilours: 2 to 5 P. M Dally;
"Oil, hut that wasn't what we
Nell—"Probably lie’s a reporter.”
6.30 to 7.30 Munday, Wednesday and Saturday
meant,” said the Sea Gull.
•Clara—“And why should a reporter
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lM-tf
“It wus simply that we were run stare at my nose?”
ning our own kind of a race.
Nell—“They are supposed to keep
DR. C. D. NORTH
“What have you been doing today, their eyes on everything that turns up,
Sea Side Fairy?”
aren't they?”—London Tit-Bits.
Physician and X-Ray Operatoi
“I was watching what was going
OFFICE. IS Betek Street. ROCKLAHS
on,” said the Sea Side Fairy.
Good Advice.
OFFICe NOURS: Uefll I L e.
"I saw a little girl gathering many
I:SC IP 9:00 ill 7:9C I* 1:00 o. «.
“This—ub-gluh—spaghetti Is awpretty shells to take to some children ful—lob-glob—slippery stuff," comTELEPHONE 712
44 »
In a hospital. The children In the plained a
_ customer In the rapid-fire
hospital can’t get out and pick up the restaurant
E. W. HODGKINS. M. D.
shells themselves and they will be
“Aw, don’t try to eat It with your
oast: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
glad to have the ones gathered for knife!’’ briskly said Helolse, the
OMss Hours: I to 9 sad 7 to I P. M.
them today!
waitress. “Ketch it by the tall and
tosldssss sstil 9 A. M. asd ty
“I once heard of a small boy In a reel it In.”—Country Gentleman.
TELEPHONES: RssMsase. 41-41
hospital who played with a little toy
33-tf
swan and who used to have the swan
A pare jrea^
sit upon a piece of blue paper to make ~What’s going on here?’
DR. J. C HILL
believe the swan was In a real pond. „A harilbolled business man who io
"And then someone gave him a sea R czar
,ll3 office ,s being given a Residence and Office, 26C Main Street
shell which hud really come from the ,ecture b a 2(x) pound traffle
,lce.
Office Hours:
Rockland. Me.
sea, and he smelt the sea shell to see, „liin ••
if It smelt salty!
“The spectators seem to be enjoying 10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 8 P. M.| ItolP. M.
120-tf
Well, the Wishing Fairy sent Ihis’^p fun”
message to the little girl who gath
“Yes, two of them are his clerks.”
ered the shells today, for the little
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
giri wanted these hospital children,
and this little hospital boy, to have
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
some shells which had come right
□diet Hoars— Until Ils. : I to 2; 7 to I s. a.
from the sea itself! Aud right along
Telasksss 141-9
by the seashore.
3-tf
“She found so many beautiful
shells. Some were pink and others
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
were blue, and some looked like little
Diseases of the Eye;
houses, she said.
Refractions, Etc.
“Of course, they were the shells
407 MAIN STREET
where the Sand Children live after
Hssrs: I to 12 A. M.; I Is 1 P. B.
the shells are tossed up on the shore!
RnIIiim, 21 Fulton Stroot Tol. Hj-A
by old Mother Ocean.
Offlee telephone 493-W.
UP-TO-DATE
"Then I saw a beautiful white but
Mrs.
Manchaaer:
You
ought
to
terfly with black spots. His wings
DR. F. S. POWERS >
make up your face a little, dearie,
were edged with deep blue -and he
before you go out where all those
Dentist
was so beautiful. And I heard some- young men can tee you.

Professional&BusinessCarfi

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Myrtle Driscoll, Mrs. Cora Up
ham and . Miss Lizzie Carey were
guests Thursday of Mrs. Blanche
Carver.
The Twentieth Century Club meets
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Elizabeth
Achorn, Camden.
It is earnestly desired that all in
terested in the work of the Rockport
Branch of the Red Cross society meet
at the town hall Tuesday evening at
7 o’clock. Matters of importance will
be discussed.
STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins has returned
Felt Back
from a month’s visit with relatives in
Floor
L.
Marcus
Hope.
Friday evening, Nov. 25, the Wo
Covering
ODD
FELLOWS
BLOCK,
SCHOOL
STREET,
ROCKLAND
men’s Relief Corps will have a grand
59c yard
wedding. Frederick Snookums wilk be
Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms
united with Widow Susan Googins. I
The double ring service will be used.!
It will take place at the opening of
Corps. Come dressed in old fashioned
costume. A fine program is in store,
followed by lunch of coffee, cake, i
cookies and apples. Each member is
expect to commence housekeeping}
VINALHAVEN
asked to furnish something.
son in their home at Granite Island.
Mrs. Ernest Torrey will entertain the
C. F. Grimes left Saturday for Bos
members of her Sunday School class
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan Johnson and ton.
Doctuh say Folks oughter
Saturday evening. As there will be1 mother. Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey and1 son
HAB A 5LEEPIN1-POACH ,
election of officers, all members should
Meredith have moved into the Leaf
plan to attend.
WATERMAN
’
S
BEACH
BUT AH IS GOT ONE"
William York of Kittery is in town house on East Boston street owned by
for a few days.
J. S. Hall.
LEAS'-WAYS , HITS'
A
It makes one feel sad to see their
Miss Eva Grotton was home from
Miss Maxwell and Miss Rush of the old friends passing away. In the
SLEEPIN-POACH FUH ME
Martinsville Sunday. She t^ttrned Chautauqua arrived Friday evening death of Iola Wiley Vinal, one of my
Monday accompanied by her mother, and a business meting with the Guar- oldest friends passes on. The Wiley
WEN
ole 'OMAN RUN
Mrs. C. E. Grotton.
, antors was held at Union church ves- | family came to Rockland about 1870
ME OUT O’ DOAHS
AT
Mr. andLMrt,LI°yl?en"er °fJh.°®*.:try Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
aston and Mr. and Mrs Murray A series of lectures by Miss Maxwell and moved into the Atlantic house at
night
!
Whalen of Rockland were Sunday was enjoyed by an interested audi- the southend. I lived in the house
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby. ence. This* was followed by a concert that stood onljr a few feet east This
Mrs. Arthur Burns will
entertain given by the Russian Cathedral Quar house was moved over to what was
the members of her Sunday School tet, which took the audience by storm, then the Colson line. I remember Iola
class Tuesday evening at 7.15 at Her and was most assuredly a wonderful as a pretty, rosy cheeked girl, always
ORTHODONTIA (straishtoalat tsstb)
full of fun.
home.
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLED*
quartet. Great praise was given Mr. i
Dearie: I won't need to, mother.
The social given to the members of Eves, pianist and accompanist, also I I was over to the Foster farm Fri
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
With this new short skirt on no one
8»ssr Block...............Foot of Pork Stroot
the M. E. Sunday School Friday Miss Lowe for her instructive lecture, | day and sampled Mr. and Mrs. Foster's
will
notice
my
face.
■Mes
Hours:
I to 12: I u 5.
TEL. 74S-M.
evening
by young “Danger Signals on the Road to anniversary cake and a quarter of a
, . , was
. „ well attended ...
pumpkin pie. Aunt Annie and Uncle
and old. A fine program with games pjea|th »•
Luck.
EMERY B. HOWARD,D.D.S.
and refreshments were enjoyed by all. | *a L Ha„ who has been spending the John were married Nov. 15, 1876, and
He went to see the dentist
Those in charge were Mrs. Arthur,
returned Friday to always lived near and most of the
The picture of despair,
time on the Foster farm. They w'ant
Leigh, Mrs. E O. Patterson, Mrs. ‘ ..
But came back smiling broadly—
|
DENTIST
Cora Morrill and Mrs. Marion Weid
a
The dentist wasn’t there.
L. A. Coombs returned Thursday their friends away from home to know
man.
they
are
enjoying
life
as
well
as
they
from Belfast.
Last Thursday evening the ladies of
Different.
Fred Robbins has returned from did 45 years ago.
the M. E. church organized a Foreign Knox Hospital very much improved,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rackliffe are
They were talking about their 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Missionary Society to be known as the I having recently underwent a serious expected home any time now. They
friends.
Clara Weidman Auxiliary. Wednesday ' operation. Mr. and Mrs. Robbins were left Seattle some time ago but were
DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
“And what do you think of Jones?”
evening the ladies of the society in ! guests of Mrs. Mary Noyes before re planning to make a few stops on the
"I’d trust him with my life.”
Rockland are invited to be present, turning to Heron Neck Light.
Dentist
way. They spend the summer months
“Yes, I know. But would you trust
and plans for the future will be made.
Quite surprised was Mrs. I. W. in Alaska.
Corssr Malo saa Wlstor
him
with
fourpence
in
cash?
”
—
Lon

Mrs. Aionzo Russ of Medford, Mass., Fifield
Agnes informs me that Lee Mann is
Thursday when
returning
Copyright. 1921 Dy McClure Newspaper Syndicate
and Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and son
don Tit-Bits.
home, at the supper hour with her > be boss of Two Bush Light, reliev
John Fredasick and daughter Dorothy husband. Turning on the lights, she ing Leroy Elwell, who has been transJOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
are guests over Thanksgiving of Mr.
A Raise.
red to Indian Island Light, near Meerschaum—the Word and Material.
found her house filled with Silent Sis
C0MPLE7E DRUG AND 8UNDRT
and Mrs. Sherman Weed.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Two drummers In conversation:
ters and their husbands, 23 in number, Rockport. The many friends of Mr.
Looking
The word 'ate."4Ch«„m—the mate
All members of the Baptist Sunday
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DEand
Mrs.
Mann
are
pleased
that
they
art
waiting to greet her on her birthday
“
Jack
Rose
handed
in
his
resigna

VEL0PING, PRINTING AND EN
rial
of
which
pipe®
are
made
—
is
de

School are invited to the supper at and wish her many happy returns. still to remain where we can keep
one say that the beautiful white but tion as a bluff to make the firm raise
LARGING.
the vestry Tuesday evening at 6
rived
from
the
German
meer,
mean

In her absence the Sisters had pre •n touch with them.
terfly looked almost artificial because his salary."
o’clock. We are-hoping that every
ing
sea,
am
’
st-.aum.
meaning
foam
170
Main St. Rockland. Ma.
Harry Cowing went to Camden last
he was so gorgeous looking.
“Did they raise it?"
class will be well represented. Do not pared an excellent chicken supper and
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PnC.
fixings, which was served at 5.30 week and brought home a new Knox or froth- Sctoam. It is hydrated sil
“And It seemed strange to me that
disappoint us.
“Yes, but another man is drawing
o’clock. The large birthday cake, with
gine for his lobster boat. Harry icate of magnesium, and will float on when people think things are very
It.”—Boys’ Life.
its appropriate candles and pink and was a little doubtful about the old water. It is found chiefly in Asia
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
white decorations, was made by Mrs. one getting him back home these Miner, Liv.ulia, the island of Fuboea lovely, they say that they hardly lookTENANT’S HARBOR
E. B. 8IL8BY. BurgMil
The Hunger for Comedy.
Charles Chilles and sampled by all. windy days. He says the Camden and on .he Scandinavian coast. When real, or that they look like lovely pic
X-llT^Operatsr
“Why don’t you put 2t little humor
Fred Snow of Lynn, Mass., was a Mrs. Fifield received a very useful gift gentlemen are' good to do business first taken out it will make lather. tures !
with
poetry
attached,
for
which
she
“
And
when
people
see
lovely
pic

into
your
remarks?"
with.
In
regard
to
the
price
of
lobsters
weekend guest of Mrs. Mildred
U 8V1IBER 1T1EET, KOCXLABB
When carved for pipes it is baked dry,
very charmingly expressed her thanks. I see they are from 8 to 10 cents a
Slingsby.
“I tried It once,” replied Senator
TELEPHONE 188
boiled In m Ik and polished. It is tures they say how real and lovely
She
also
received
long
distance
calls
of
It was announced that a masquerade
pound in Boston, but 40 cents in Au then boiled In oil or wax. The pipes they look, Just like the real things! Sorghum. “It almost ruined me. The
congratulations.
At
a
late
hour
the
ball would be held in Odd Fellow's
gusta. One must remember the 10
Strange, Sea Gull, very strange, I say. folks out home began to write Indig
hall Thanksgiving evening. It will be guests departed.
cents per pound is the buying price absorb the oil of tobacco and become
GEORGE W.,FOSTER
"But Sea Gull, you are looking Im nant letters because my subsequent
a
Heli
brown
In
color.
The
crude
Surrounded
by
a
family
gathering.
held Thanksgiving eve. Every one is
and the 40 cents the selling price. The
speeches failed to make ’em laugh.”
patient.
You
are
moving
your
wings
Mrs.
Hannah
Robbins.
Monday
even

material
as
found
in
the
earth
In
Tur

requested to mask.
same thing can be figured out "on the
Dealer in Pianos
Mrs. Hariette Rawley of Martinsville ing celebrated her 87th birthday at egg market. The buying price is 60 key is in deposits not much larger as though you wanted to be off.”
r*.
’T1
•
Comparisons
in
Mentality.
her
home
on
Chestnut
street.
A
re

“Yes, Seaside Fairy, I must be off,
is a guest of Mrs. A. J. Rawley.
cents here and in Boston the selling than eggs. The mines in Eskichehir
rme tuning
"Do you think Hamlet was Insane?”
Fred Humphrey made a business markably' well preserved woman, for price is $1.25. The lobster fishermen are a thousand years old. The nieer- for we are going to have more races
one of her years, Mrs. Robbins still got 15 cents a pound from the smack
“Well,” replied Cactus Joe, “I’m no 75 Cedar Street. TeL 572-M
trip to Rockland Saturday.
grhnum on the Scandinavian coast is again this evening. You see, not only
Four candidates will be initiated in possesses ail of her faculties. She is captains last Wednesday. One would washed up by the sea and appears on did we have our races going up to the a"en'sL But I will say hg was smart■ ■
«
:
IM
e-linn " —
one of Vinalhaven’s smartest old
to Puritan Rebekah Lodge Nov. 24.
hardly think we were obliged to use
hurbor and beyond to the river, hut er In some respects than us fellers
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Chickenpox is quite
prevalent ladies ar.d without the aid of glasses canned milk and creamery butter here the surface of the water as a thick we raced back again.
that paid real money to get iDto the
white
substance.
sews, knits and reads. She was gen
among the chilren.
in
the
country,
but
we
do.
show.'
Attorney at Law
“And we found it was such fun that
Walter Simmons is a guest of his erously remembered with gifts in
Ernest Meservey says the new Coast
memory of the day.
Refreshments
we want to run those races again.
sister in Martinsville.
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTIOC
Guard station is located where the
The Practical Viewpoint
C. E. Wheeler is having an ice house were served.
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ML
“Good-by Seaside Fairy, you’ll see
They built
"The
motion pictures should be cen rslMk»as»—OMas. 4S3. Noun. SS3-W
Frederick Jones returned Friday shipyard was before.
33-49
built. The work is being done by
us again.”
small
boats
from
the
fishermen
there
------------------------------------------#----------from Belfast.
sored.”
James Edw. Wheeler.
Aud
off
flew
the
Sea
Gull
to
run
I
think
Frances
Grant
will
remember
Wedneday, Nov. 16, Wendell L.
“Of course,” replied Mr. StormlngRussell Tabbutt is home from White
more races with Ids friends and Turn
is Nature’s first aid to
Smith and Leola Bradstreet, both of he old ship yard.
L R. CAMPBELL
Head on a short vacation.
ily
and
relatives
from
the
gate
of
the'
t0
,
n
Ba™es “Nothing boosts any kind
Barrels and barrels of apples have
the
body
in
times
of
Mrs. John Wood daughter Elizabeth this town, were united in marriage by
of
n
show
like
an
argument
about
Its
sea, up Into the harbor, beyond to the
Attorney at Law
and Mrs. Rose Watts were in Rock Rev. C. H. B. Seliger, pastor of Union been given away here this fall, but if
weakness.
morals.”
want clams you have to pay any
river, and then hack again.
church. The marriage ceremony took
land last week.
Ssselal Attostlss to Prsbsto Manors
Mrs. Ellen Wallace of Magee Island place at the parsonage and the bridal where from 50 cents to $1 a peck.
"Good-by, Sea Gull,” said the Sea
Crocodile Tears.
C. D. S. G.
<73 MAIN STREET : : > ROCKLANB. MB
was a weekend guest of Mrs. Charles couple were attended by W. Edward
side Fairy, and she sndled ns she
George—Birdie had her audience In
Johnson, a friend of the groom and
Rawley.
watched the Sea Gml soar up into the teurs last night.
Fred Howard is visiting his parents Mrs. Freeman Hopkins, a sister of the
air and fly off!
unsurpassed in purity
EDWARD K. GOULD
bride. The groom is the son of Mr.
Pussie—Yes, they were crying for
Not a Cent
in Rockland.
and goodness, is
their money back, poor things.—Lon
Fred Watts and Lewis Taylor are and Mrs. Charles Smith and a gradu
Clifford—1 hear your rich uncle I.
A Misused Art.
Attorney at Law
nourishment in a form
doing a rushing business shooting ate of Vinalhaven High School, class dead. He left you something. J sup
don Mail.
of 1919. The bride is the daughter of
It would he almost better not to
minks.
that
seldom
fails.
pose.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Bradstreet,
a
learn to speak at all, than to use the
CORNER TILLSON AVE. «s4 MAIN BT*,r>
Colds are prevalent in the village.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
Safety First.
Alphonse—Oh, yes—penniless.—Lon
graduate of the class of '21 V. H. S.
magic of speech to wound and anger
WIgg
—
“
Girls
don
’
t
burst
Into
tears
--------ALSO
MAKERS
OF
--------cn
Answers.
and one of the town’s popular young
those about us. Who would suppose as easily as they used to."
ladies. The single ring service was
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Relieves Headache
when the baby's little tongue is strug
Wagg—“No; they’ve learned that
performed. The bride was gowned in
Accounted
For.
gling
with
hard
consonants
and
mys

The
crying ruins the modern complexion.”
Insurance
A little Mustcrole, rubbed on fore yellow satin with georgette.
“These pampered nninmls are gen
terious diphthongs, that she would —London Answers.
organdie.
(Tablets or Granules)
head and temples, will usually drive bridesmaid wore white
eral}Ill-temper.
<1.
”
”
.1111
’
:
blame
master
the
most
wonderful
of
all
arts,
Baettsstr
to A. J. Erstlee A De.
away headache. A clean, white oint Congratulations are extended from a
INDIGESTION
only to be better equipped for wound
large circle of friends to the couple them; it is only i.iilurnl (nr p..;> to he
<17 MAIM ATREFT • • • ROCKLAMR
ment, made with oil of mustard,
Life as I See It
'
20-€sk
ing the hearts of her nearest and dear
Musterole is a natural remedy with who are to make their home this win pettish."
“As I left the house this morning I
est? The urt of speech is cruelly dis sahl to myself: “Nothing can hurt me
none of the evil after-effects so often ter with the bride’s parents.
At Union church parsonage Thurs
caused by “internal medicine.”
used, unless It Is used only for the to-day. I am captain of my soul."
day evening, Nov 17 Miss Josephine
highest things.—Girls’ Companion,
Get Musterole at your drug store.
“Then I slipped on a banana peel.”
Clark
was
united
in
marriage
to
35 fc 65c, jars ti tubes; hospital size, $3.
Edward MacDonald, Jr. by the pastor,
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER Rev. C. H. B. Seliger, the double ring
The Unexpected.
service being performed. The bridal
3 Auto Trucks for moving
•HIS PAPER Reaches the “John,” said the man’s wife, frank
couple were attended by Miss Mar
and long distance hauling of
guerite Young and Arthur S. Pierce.
ly,
“
It
Is
time
for
us
to
hnve
an
under

PEOPLE OF PURROCKLAND, MAINE
The bride wore a traveling gown of
standing about money matters. Now
CHASING POWER In about my gowns und hats. 1 have en all kinds.
navy blue tricotine. She is the daugh
ter of the late Lewis and Annie
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
This Neighborhood More Effec tirely too much to wear; I can’t pos We move you anywhere in
(Smith) Clark, a graduate of Vinal
New England.
You save
tively Than Any Other Medium, sibly wear them all, and------”
haven High Schol, class of 1919, and
any business day during office hours.
But with a mud shriek he had
Crating.
Time
and
Money.
another of our town’s popular young
and No One Who Desires to Gain
T, .
.
.
n
\a i
plunged headlong out the sixth-story
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette ladies. The groom is the son of Ed
H.
H.
STOVER
CO.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
1 heir Attention Can Anord to, window to the street. It was that Tel. 819. Union St., ROCKLAND
carries the home news of Knux county ward and Effie (Allen) MacDonald.
Neglect Its Advertising Columni.! much too much.—Richmond Tlmesto every State in the Union and to They are now receiving congratu
120-tf
lations from their many friends and
Dlspat^h.
many forelcn lands.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

'NOURISHMENT*

Scott’s Emulsion

Ki-noiDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

MOVING

T
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Miss Blanche Hilt has returned to
Augusta after a few weeks' visit with
her mother, Mrs, Elizabeth Hilt.
Mary Gregory of Rockland is visit
ing Ethel Creighton.
Elizabeth Wentworth was a recent
guest of Euda Lermond.
Philip E. Tripp of Fall River Mass.,
is visiting friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Watts of Thomaston
are guests of his sister, Mrs. Emma

Trains Leave Rockland for
zxugusta. A §7.00 a. ra., t7.30 a in.. tl.45p m.
Bangor. A §7.00 a. in , t7.3Oa in , fl-45 p m.
Bath. A57.00 a. m., |7.30 a. in., fl-45 p. m.;
A§4.30p.m
Boston . A§7.00a. m.. t7.30u in . tl.45 p m
Brunswick. A§7.00a in.. f7.30 a. in., tl 45 p m
Lewbion. A§7.00a.m.. |7.3O a. in.. tl.45p tn
New York . tl.15 p. m.
Poitland. A|7.00 a. n., |7.3O a. m . tl.45p tn.
Waterville, A §7.00 a. nr. t7 30 a m, tl.45 p.tn.
Woolwich. §7.00 a. m.. |7.30 a. in , fl-45 p tn..
§ 1.-30 p. ra.
t Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
9-25-21 V. P. & C.en'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Standard Time

Alden.

George Hills is working at Liberty
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard
have returned from a
visit with
friends in Bangor.
Mrs. Elanora Ingraham of West
Rockport is the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. Bertha Simmons.
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Ufford were In
Rockland on business Monday.
Thurston Bros, are extending their
lines to Levi Merrifield’s home.
Chautauqua is in full swing here,
everybody goes, rain or shine, and all
feel well repaid. Mr. Boyl is a live
wire and held the closest attention of
the large audience. His lecture Is
worth the price of the whole ticket.
Bert Warren, who has been board
ing with Mrs. Bertha Simmons, re
turned to his home at Honeyoye Falls,
N, Y„ Monday. Mr. Warren came to
Union two years ago to take charge of
the Bachelder Evaporator, and made
many friends who were only too glad
to welcome him when he arrived Sept.
3. Mr. Warren is a hustler from the
word go and lost no time in hunting
up the fruit growers. He has shipped
from Maine 40 carloads of apples, leav
ing in their place something like
J20.000. His shipping points were
Union, Warren and Winslow's Mills.
Mr. Warren, by his fair and genial
ways won the confidence and esteem of
the people and will be followed to
his home by the best wishes of the
hosts of friends who expressed deep
and sincere regret at his leaving town

MM-TM

NOISES OF THE NIGHT

Are you troubled with the noises of the night, the cry of the night hawk, the
laughter of belated parties returning home? Your slumbers need not be disturbed
if you will take a teaspoonful of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION POWDER before re
tiring. The action of your stomach will be stimulated by a pure, harmless and abso
lutely free of dope medicine, and you have a comfortable night’s sleep. It is a well
known, simple remedy for Indigestion, Sour Stomach, Dizziness, .Sick Headache,
and other stomach ills. Large Hospital Size bottles, $1.50; good sized bottles, 50c. By mail,
$1.56 and 52c. Samples sent free to any address.

Use PRIEST’S REGULATORS. An Ideal Tonic Laxative

ICONSTIPATIONl

Ibeechamsi
PILLS

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

PRIESTS PHARMACY, Bangor, Mb.
Please send me free sample of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
POWDER, and I will give it a trial.

BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Name.................. . ...........Address..................................

The Majesty of the Law

NORTH WALDOBORO

The Ladies' Aid, an auxiliary to the
M.E. church has become such a powerful
adjunct that It is almost an essential
part of it. They recently purchased a
fme piano and held a fair last Tues
day and Wednesday evenings to raise
funds to pay for it. And this fair is
what we are aiming to reportand do
justice to all participants. Every
thing was organized in a systematic
way and the different booths assigned
to the ones deemed best adapted for
the various features. Mrs. Addle L.
Walker, chairman of the supper com
mittee, piled up $56.67, the highest of
any department. This was closely
followed by the apron booth, conducted
by Miss Della Burnheimer with a to
tal of $55.25. Miss Burnheimer's fund
included a gift from T. H. Braden of
Lowell, Mass., who some years ago
RAZORVILLE
married a North Waldoboro belle, but
who passed over a few years ago. We
Malcolm Clark, who has been work refer to one whom we knew as Miss
ing for his uncle Oscar W. Carroll at Nellie F. Burnheimer, afterward Mrs.
Rockville for the past few weeks, has Braden. The gift was $35, given in
memory of his departed wife. Mrs.
returned home.
The lucky hunters in this vicinity Sadie A. Davis came next in line with
are Linwood P. Jones, Maurice Powell her candy counter, netting $32.61; $5
and Mont Grotton. Each got a deer of this was contributed by Mrs. Sarah '
A. Storer, a native of this place, now
the past week.
Lawrence, Mass. Her assistants
Alvah Young, now going under the
name of Robert Gregory who lived at were Linda Feyler, Mrs. Flora Mank
Alonzo Grotton’s several years ago, and Mrs. Ruby Walter Miller. A sur
and has been in the State school for prise was sprung when a letter was
boys at South Portland, and took a read from E. C. Teague, who has been
leave without permission about a year
"shut in” for many weeks, express
ago has been visiting at Mr. Grotton’s ing his regret in being unable to at
for the past few weeks. He left dor tend and wishing them greatest suc
parts unknown as unceremoniously and cess. The letter was accompanied by
unannounced as he came.
contribution of $31.75. Mr. Teague
James Augustus Clark, who has la
member of the Legislature and
been working at Dexter for the past during his confinement wrote many
few months, visited friends here letters to his brother law makers so
Wednesday.
liciting1 a small contribution with the
B. K. Ware, manager of the Wash result as above stated. Next in line
ington Telephone Company, and Wil
comes Mrs. .Florence Shuman with
liam O. Luce, president of the com
$30.20 from a handkerchief sale. Seem
pany, are In Boston on business.
Mrs. Rose Smalley Is working for ingly a large amount for so small an
Mrs. Elmira Jones who is in poor article! It would remain so, after de
ducting a few outside contributions,
health.
All kinds of weather has been served among them a gift of $10 from K. L.
up here on the bill-of-fare for the past Deymore, a popular undertaker from
month. One day the thermometer the Hub. Mrs. Oradell E. Stahl, head
stood at 1G above zero, then we had of the fancy work table was assisted
several snowstorms with sleet and by Mrs. Lelia Whitehouse and Mrs.
hail, and a lot of fog and mud. It Maggie Calderwood. There were rare
looks much more like April than the and beautiful hand made articles at
last of November. The rain was very this booth that only those of experi
welcome, however, as there are wells enced eye and taste could appreciate
dry that have never been known to go whirl* made sales difficult. However,
dry before and som^ are liauling every article was disposed of, which
water for nearly two miles for their proved the great salesmanship of those
stock and household purposes and in charge. As Newton Newkirk says:
others are driving their stock a long ‘You don’t sell a man anything when
distance to water. It will need a long he wants it; you only deliver it. But
and heavy rain as it has been dry when you sell the man an article they
practically all summer.
don’t want, you’re a salesman."
The many friends here of John L $28.60 was the proceeds from this sale.
Howard of Union, formerly of this The five and ten cent counter was in
place, will be pleased to learn that he charge of Mrs. Maud Mank. This
has been appointed the regular carrier afforded amusement for the children
for the R. F. D. route No. 1 out of as they knew their money’s worth would
Union.
be forthcoming, but remained a mystery
what they would get until opened.
$12.16 was realized from this source.
APPLETON
The ice cream was in charge of La
Miss Annie McLain has gone to Forest Mank who turned in a net in
Campello, Mass., where she will spend come of $10. This was a grand show
the winter with her niece, Mrs. Sadie ing considering the high price of the
ingredients, and much more could
Lewis.
Mrs. Julia Bills has gone to Portland have been realized if the supply had
been equal to the demand. Well, now
for the winterMlss Angeline Simmons of Union is here is something unique at an event
with her sifter, Mrs. Lizzie Taylor, for of this nature. Rev. Geo. B. Davis,
pastor of the church here, happens to
an Indefinite stay.
Mrs. U. S. Gushee and Mrs. L. J be an expert penman and seemed to at
Hall attended the all-day meeting o< tract more attention than any other
the Willing Workers Society, which feature. It was interesting to watch
was held on the Ridge Tuesday, at the him dexterously twirl his pen, then
home of Mrs. Evelyn Pitman.
glide with ease along the card, leaving
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison F. Hawkes in its wake, perfect letters, spelling
have gone to New York for the winter the name of one who solicited his
Mrs. Susan Proctor, who has been services and was willing to pay the
111, Is reported as being much better. price. His scheme added to the grow
The melting snow, together with ing fund, $5.50. Last and least was the
the recent rains, have started many of pop corn sale by Miss Belle Sprague.
the wells which have been dry for Penny sales climb slow and it was
months past. In this are we remind considered well done when the pro
ed of the verse In Psalms: “Who pass ceeds footed $33.25, the whole totaling
ing through the valley of Baca $265.96 Considering the very bad
make it a well; the rain also traveling, it was conceded to be the
fllleth the pools.” And likewise of the greatest financial success in the his
passage in Isaiah: “For as the rain
tory of the churoh and no doubt had
cometh down, and the snow from
heaven, and returneth not thither, but the roads and weather been favorable,
watereth the earth, and maketh it the proceeds would have exceeded
bring forth and bud, that it may give $300. Writing this from memory we
seed to the sower, and bread to the may have failed to mention some who
so generously assisted but Mrs. Nellie
eater."
Oliver, Mrs. Lydia Morse, Mrs. Lena
Miller and Mrs. Jennie Mank were
prominent in making the supper the
WARREN
success that it was.
Miss Bertha Teague has arrived
home after making a visit in Spring
vale with her sister, Mrs. Cark.
Mr and Mrs. Pearl Hilton have ar
rived home from Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Charles Webb is visiting her
sister, 'Mrs. Isaac Hooper in Water
ville.
Miss E. H. Mathews left enroute for
Orlando, Fla.
Mrs. James Singleton was in town
over Sunday.
Mrs. Alton Foster and daughter
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Moore
Miss Ruth Peabody was home over
the weekend.
Rev. Mr. Webber of Thomaston will
supply at the Congregational church
Lunches are served at the Hill Top
Inn for all who attend Chautauqua
Mrs. Whetmore is in town represent
ing the International Bible Associa
tlon.

Bought at all drug stores, or sent
direct, price 26 cents a bottle.

ODRBN

I lAV MIRACLES

How Twentieth Century Scientists Have Rubbed the!
Magi’s Lamp and Made the Age-old Dream
of Alchemy Come True

The Law Library contains the laws of
the land—the precedents that are allpowerful in argument—the facts that
determine vital decisions. The library
contains the tools of the attorney’s work
shop. And the library should reflect
the Majesty of the Law.

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 8 p m , for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5 p ir.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 45 a. nr, Bel
fast 7 15 a. m., Bucksport 9 a. m., Winterport
9.30 a tn., due Bangor 10 a m.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 2 p m , W nterport 2.45 p in.,
Bucksport 3 30 p. m., Belfast 5 p in , Camden
6 15 p. in , Rockland 8 p. nr, due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 a nr
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a. nr for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
and way landings
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m., Bluehill
12.30 p. m , Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Satur
days for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line express height steamers for
New York via the Cape Cod Canal.
F S. SHERMAN, Supt. R S SHERMAN, Agt.
Rockland
Rockland

(Told In Eight Sketches)
By JOHN RAYMOND

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

No. I

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
SWAN’S ISLAND

THE AGE OP CHEMISTRY
Within the last few years the world agencies developed
has been electrified by the vast strides secretly in chemical
made in the field of science by the ere- laboratories,
ative chemist. Indeed, within a generWe who are not
ation the influence exerted upon the chemists hear
entire fabric of our civilization from strange tales these
within the laboratory has been so days, no less
enormous that we are prepared at strange because
last to accept the oft-repeated state- they are true, of rument that we have passed beyond the bies and amber, orage of machinery and have entered naments of ivory,
into the more mysterious age of chem- shimmering silks,
istry.
colors of every hue,
What this new era is to bring forth and exotic perin the way of scientific discovery rests fume s—once the
upon conjecture, but certainly, the precious cargo of
miracles performed in the last half desert caravans—produced from a
century have been sufficient to warrant substance as ordinary as coal tar.
almost any expectancy
Truly, chemistry has descended int0
America has heard that Germany s the d epths of the%arth and extracted
chemists saved her from an early dis- the secret forniula of
The
astrous defeat, both m the field and modern researchet.( b constant dili.
°f °?a,n‘ng SU?pheSi «en«
untiring effort, has perWithout the tremendous expansion of formed the myster?es which k tPthe
her plants for the production of ni- alchemist o{ other centuries rPoping
trates and ammonia from the air by in the dark and branded himKa/on’
processes developed by her great allied with ,he devi, hi ’ ]( T[]
chemists the war, without Question, searcher in finding in coa, t
not onl
would have ended years before it did, things o{ beau, “ but rem^dies ft/r
as a result of. the exhaustion of Ger- most human
outdreamed the
many s explosives, if not from the ex- alchemist b transforming a base 8ub.
haustion of her food supplies because stance int/something & more pre.
of the lack of fertilizer for her fields. cious than
[d
*
*
So great, in fact, have been the ac®
complishments in the last few years
rrom this black, sticky mass he
that scientists now declare that a na- adorns M lady with colors rivalling
tion without applied chemistry will be 7?tuT-e ,.t.se"
^ieir barbaric splendor,
“defenseless in war and laggards in
distils periumes that equal the jaspeace.”
mine and he makes terrifying gases
Previously unheard of scientific feats that one day will make war unthinkhave been reported from the labora- a“ . •
Thousands of articles upon
tory, but because of necessity, they which we depend, from TNT to pavwere performed so quietly they were lx?g blocks, from attar of roses to ferrobbed of their glamor and their trap- tihzer, and from illumination gas to
pings of romance while lesser achieve- r°ya^ purple, are derived from the
ments on the field of battle and in the same substance.
cduncil chambers of diplomats have
As recently as 1700 a man who dared
been hailejl by throngs.
to say that he could produce a ruby
Those of us who have left the class- from a lump of coal would have been
room and the study hall far behind find accused of practicing the black art and
it difficult, lacking doubtless would have ended his career
technical ’ knnwl- at the stake. In tlicce centuries we
edge, to compre- have gone far. To-'day we accept
hend
this
swift these miracles but few of us know
transition from one how the miracles are wrought. And
era to another, an yet there is no mystery.
amazing period
The succeeding sketches will show
when the nations how the accidental discovery of an
of the world are English boy at work in a laboratory in
making serious 1850 started the development of creplans to scrap their ative chemistry, and will tell how it
worthless armies is possible to produce a silk purse, a
and navies, depend- bottle of perfume, the colors of the
ing for protection rainbow, a variety of medicines, foodentirely upon the stuffs and poisons, all from the same
subtle but deadly material.
t

General debility—failure of the strength to
do and the power to endure—is cured by the
great tonic—Hood’s Sarsaparilla.—adv.

CLARRY HILL
Mrs. A. K. Jackson and Mrs. Eva
Robbins made a business trip to Rock
land last Wednesday.
E. H. Clarry finished harvesting his
turnips Friday.
Miss A. M. Ross, who is visiting
friends in Augusta and Sidney, was
called to Belfast by the sudden illness
and death of her cousin Charles F.
Swift,
If Mr. Godfrey is still in doubt in re
gard to his geese I think he will find
that the boys have blue eyes and the
girls have black eyes. Or that was the
case with the old fashioned breed.
Ethel Thurston of Union called on
friends here last Wednesday.
Mrs. Augusta Mank of North Wal
doboro visited her sister Mrs. Sarah
Jameson recently.
Edward Whitney and nephew Clar
ence Whitney of North Warren
visited relatives here last Sunday.
W. J. Smith visited his nephew in
South Thomaston a short time ago.
F. S. Miller is very busy digging his
potatoes.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith spent a
few days last week in Round Pond,
the guests of relatives.

(Released by The Institute of American Business, New York)

Winter Arrangement

(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY, OCT. 318T,
1921

Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
nt 5.30 A M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M., for
Vinalhaven. N n th llcvic, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.

STEAMER CASTINE
will resume Winter Service on the
Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
line
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

and will run as follows, wind and
weather permitting:

Globe-Wernicke

Sectional Bookcases

A year’s illness marked in its final
stages by Intense suffering, heroically
borne, ended Friday with the death
of Miss Mary Reardon, which took
place at the home of her sister, Mrs.
William Sullivan, Pleasant street.
From that sister, and from her nephew.
William J. Sullivan, whose home it
also is, the deceased received unceas
ing care and devotion. Even as Miss
Reardon had unselfishly devoted her
life to brightening the pathway of
others, so was she rewarded in the
dark hours of her own affliction.
Miss Reardon was born in Rockland
64 years ,ago. the daughter of John
and Mary Reardon. With the excep
tion of a brief interval during the
World War, she had spent her y-hole
life in Rockland, devoting herself
largely to her vocation as dressmaker.
The most enduring memory which fol
lows her demise is that which comes
from her readiness to aid the dis
tressed. In time of sickness and in
the homes of the bereaved she was
often found, a ray of comfort to the
suffering and the bereaved.
The funeral services at St. Ber
nard's church yesterday morning were
conducted by Rev, Fr. Drury. The
bearers were M. Frank Donohue,
George E. McLaughlin, William Swee
ney and Fred Carini. The burial was
in the Catholic cemetery in Thomas
ton.
Thermometer Scales.

There ore several different systems
of dividing the thermometer scale. The
one in common use In all Englishspeaking countries is the Fahrenheit
Id this the boiling point is 212 de
grees, and the freezing point 32 de
grees above zero. In the Centigrade
thermometer, the freezing point is tak
en ns the zero, and the boiling point
Is reckoned at 100 degrees. It will
thus he seen that tile 100 degrees on
the Cenligrtide scale and the 180 de
grees (212 minus 32) on the Fahren
heit scale r I resem Hie same differ
ence, In teiiipcrnture ruin" Iv that be
tween holling pi""’ .... '
ng point
Their Debt*.
Some people feel they owe so much
to theuBelves they never pay anybody
else.—Cartoons Mugazlue.

PRIEST DRUG CO.. Bangor. Ms.

Sincerity Pays
and we are sincere in saying REMOLA will relieve Piles quickly. We
back our confidence by letting you
decide, after a trial in your own home.
Send for J REIJ SAMPLE and copy of
instructive booklet on Piles—today.

HENRY THAYER & CO., Inc.
Established 1847

CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS

Boston to Savannah
Sarann.li Way

To St. Petersburg

361 Main St,, Rockland, Me.
We are sole agents for the famous GLENWOOD
RANGES and PIPELESS FURNACES. Courteous

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

«

STATE OF MAINE

°"'
Way

$51.28

Round

$95.25 1

Trip

To Jacksonville

One
$42.82
Way
Round

Tnp

$78.33

Including meals snd stateroom
accommodations

War Tax a% additional

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunncl Docks, Boston

Tu Th 126tf

We are pleased to show them or will send
illustrated catalog on request.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

>00.03

First Class Passenger Fares, Boston
To
One
CC Round
04

In construction, design and finish the
Globe-Wernicke case has no superior.

Proper Way to Relax.

A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
for Congestion, Aches, Pain* and In
flammation. At all Druggist*. Pries
26c, to any address.

BY SEA
Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays, 3 P. M.

The Globe-Wernicke Sectional Bookcase
is recognized as standard by the legal
profession. The stability of the makers
is a guarantee that future needs can
always be supplied.

Better than even relaxing by diver
sion is the habit of relaxing by pure
AND DIVORCH
will. Learn to throw yourself down
IS THE KNIFE.
In tlie sun or in the shade by day or
night and Just for n few moments ab
That courtship
solutely euse ull strain, forget ull pres
makes a
sure, no matter how overwhelmingly
fellow
urgent It may appear. Make the mind
spoon
blank, make the nerves und muscles
Is known to
every lover.
soft, flexible, quiescent. Only when
But marriage is
you hnve learned really to do that will'
another
you begin to perceive how great and
tune,
unnatural is the stale of strain in
.It makes a
which you commonly live. And if you
man fork
learn that profound mid beneficent
over.
secret of relaxing ut will—and it cun
he learned—you will not only live
longer and fur more happily, hut you
will tlo more work when you do work,
Probably Enough. .
Railroad King—“What do you think and the work will he better done.—
I need, doctor, to set me up again I” Youth's Companion.

Musto Turp

FLORIDA

the only practical case to contain it.
Starting with a few sections the young
attorney can add others as his practice
grows.

So Edith mar
ried a farmer.
And she always
said she would
only marry a
man of culture.
Well, she did
—a man of agri
culture.

Doctor—“Well, I think a little Iron
will help you.” Rnllroad King—“Good I
I gobbled up a whole railroad system
last week.”—Homeopathic Recorder.

COOMBS BROS., MANAGERS.... 129tf

The Law Library, first of all, is a grow

the best selections.

KEPT HER
WORD.

Leave Camden at 8 o’clock a. m. or on
arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. m , arriving Belfast
10 10 a. m.
Returning—Leave Belfast 1 30 p m. for
above landings, arriving Camden nt 3 45 p. in
This boat makes connection at Belfast with
noon train for Bangor, also with Steamer Goldenrod for Castine and Weal Brooksville and
stagei for Searsport and all other towns out
side of Belfast.
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 25
to Belfast.

ing library and the sectional bookcase is

salesmen will help you in every possible way to make
MARY REARDON

S WHITE,

W

General Manager

STATE OF MAINE

County of Knox. as.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Ju
dicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January, 1922
Florence A Johnson of Matlnlcus in the
County of Knox, and State of Maine, wife of
John Alex Johnson, whose residence is unknown
and cannot lie ascertained by reasonable diligence; respectfully represents: that her maiden
fame was Florence A Simmons, that she was
lawfully married to the said John Alex John
son at Cambridge. Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts on the 27th day of September, 1900 ;
that they lived together as husband and wife
at said Cambridge from the time of their said
marriage until March, 1901; that your libelant
has resided continuously In good faith at Matinlcus in said Knox County since 1913, being
more than one year prior to the commencement
of these proceedings; that your libelant has
always conducted herself towards her said
husband as a faithful, true and affectionate
wife; that in March, 1901, the said John Alex
Johnson utterly deserted your libelant with
out cause and went to parts unknown to her,
since which time she has never seen or heard
from him, or received from him any support;
that said utter desertion has continued for
three consecutive years prior to the filing of
this libel. That his residence Is unknown to
your libellant and cannot be ascertained by
reasonable diligence, that there Is no collusion
between your libelant and the said John Alex
Johnson io obtain a divorce
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
decreed between her and the said John Alex
Johnson for the cause above set forth
FLORENCE A JOHNSON.

STATE OF MAINE
Treasurer’s Offlee
KNOX, SS
November 7, 1921.
Augusta, Maine, November 7, 1921.
Personally appeared the above named Flor
Pursuant to Chap. 10, Sec 4C of the Revised
ence
A
Johnson,
and
made
oath that the above
Statutes, 1 will sell and convey by deed to the
highest bidder, at the Treasurer of State's Of libel by 'her subscribed Is true.
Before
me,
fice at Augusta, on the twenty-ninth day of
EDWARD K. GOULD,
November next, at 2 30 o’clock P. M, all the
Justice of the Peace.
Interest of the State in the tracts of land here
inafter described, lying in unincorporated town
STATE OF MAINE
ships. said tracts having been forfeited to the
Stiite for non-payment of State, County, and KNOX. SS
Forestry District Taxes, certified to the Treas Clerk’s Offlee, Supreme Judicial Court, in
Vacation.
urer of State for the year 1919. The sale and
Rockland, Nov. 7, A. D 1921.
conveyance of each tract will be made subject
Upon
the foregoing Libel, Ordered,, That the
to a right in the owner or part owner whose
rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same Libellant give notice to said John Alex John
at any time within one year after the sale, by son to appear before our Supreme Judicial
paying or tendering to the purchaser bis por Court, to lie hoiden at Rockland, within and
tion of what the purchaser paid therefor at the for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
sale with interest at the rate of twenty per cent day of January, A 1) 1922, by publishing an
per annum, from the time of the sale, and one attested copy of said Libel, and this order there
dollar for release, or such owner may redeem on, three weeks successively In The Courier*
bis interest by paying as aforesaid to the Gaz.ette, a newspaper printed in Rockland, in
Treasurer of State as provided in Chap. 10 said County of Knox, the last publication to be
thirty days at least prior to said second Tues
Sec. 4G of the Revised Statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price day of January next, that he may there and
less than the full amount due thereon for such then in our said court appear and show cause
unpaid State. County and Forestry District if any he have, why the prayer of said Libel
Taxes, interest and costs, as described In (he lant should not be granted.
A M. SPEAR.
following schedule:
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
'
KNOX COUNTY
Court thereon.
Tucson's 'jblic Auto Camp,
Unpaid Amount
ILS ]
Portion
Tucson, Arlz., has a great public
Attest:
MILTON M GRIFFIN, Clerk
CAMP ISLAND Said island is
132TI38
auto camp which occupies about six
reputed, to be owned by the
Mtatt «-t 8 M Bird, et ais,
acres of ground. This auto camp bus
and contains one acre, more
Estate of Cassie F. Conant
a wire fence around it and an attrac
nr less ............................ (1) All
133;
NOTICE
tive gateway. It Is a city within a HEWETT’S ISLAND Said is
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
land is reputed to be owned
city, with running water, etc. Tuc
October
18,
1921,
he
was duly appointed exec
by the McLoon heirs and
utor of the last will and testament of Cassie
contains one hundred acres,
son built this novel unto camp for the
F
Conant,
late
of
Friendship,
in the County
more or It ss .................I Hin)
All
7 47 |
accommodation of the thous>ads of
of Knox, deceased and on November 1. was
W L BONNEY.
qualified
to
fill
said
trust
by
giving
bond as
Treasurer of State
motorists who motor through Arizona Nov. 8. 15. 22
the law directs
Into other stales. Those desiring to
All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for setdo so cun drive their curs into this
Easy to Set Stomach Right. ■ tlement,
and nil Indebted thereto are required
auto camp, remain there over night
If your stomach is out of order or to make payment immediately o me «»r to Rod
ney
I.
Thoiiipson
of Rockland. Maine, my
for a nominal charge, and liuve fire, distressed, no matter from what cause.
legally appointed Agent for Maine.

police and every other protection tliai Ml-O-Na stomach tablets will give in
stant relief in case of indigestion
n city cun provide.
acute or chronic, or money back. Guar
anteed by all Druggists.—adv.

Advertising Is the Cultivation
That Makes Business Grow

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette '
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign landa.
i

Il

ELLSWORTH SPEAR.

8 Stonehurst St , Dorchester, Mass
November I. 1921.
Nov. 15-22 29

A C. MOORE
PIANO TUNER

Wilk Ik* Maias Hasis Csasasai

Kockland Courier-’
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CAMDEN

THOMASTON
A. T>. Davis and son motored to
Portland Friday night to take charge
of the remains of Miss Abbie S. Watts,
formerly of Thomaston, and returned
Saturday. Funeral services were at
Davis’ undertaking rooms, Sunday at
2.30 p. m. Interment in family lot.
The Meeting House Hill Club will
meet Wednesday night with Mrs. Ida
Prescott.
Have you renewed your member
ship in the Red Cross. Remember that
it only costs one dollar. A dollar that
you will not miss and that will bring
comfort and alleviate suffering to
others.
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Elliot left this
morning for Boston to spend Thanks
giving with their daughter, Mrs. War
ren Bulkeley.
There will be a confetti hall at the
East Warren Grange hall Friday even
ing. Clark’s Orchestra.
Two of our well known citizens be
came entangled in a heated argument
Saturday night. Their subject was
"The rise and fall of the great nations,
or should single men work."
After
using all the language known, but has
never been seen in print, the stuff that
would make Link McRae look like an
amateur; and threatening to carve
their monograms in each other so
deep you could read it from either side,
they both struck a foolish side motion,
ran into the fence and called the race
a draw.
Miss Lucy J. Watts came on the
noon train from Portland, Sunday, to
attend the funeral of her sister. Miss
Abbie S. Watts, and will remain in
town for a few days.
Miss Helen Robinson of Warren has
been spending a few days with Mrs.
Amos Dow.
The Young Ladles' Club of the
Methodist church will meet this Tues
day evening with Mr. Ida Prescott, on
Thatcher street at 7 o’clock. The mid
week meeting will be omitted. Friday,
there will be an all day session of the
Ladies’ Aid in the vestry, commencing
at 9.30 o'clock. Come prepared to
work. At 6 o'clock, Friday evening,
the Methodist Brotherhood will have a
supper in the vestry, after which,
there will be a meeting for re-organi
zation and other business. Let all
members endeavor to be present.
Services next Sunday as usual.
Don’t forget the confetti ball at the
armory tonight with Kelley’s Orches
tra.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Starrett left
Saturday morning for a week’s visit
in New York.
Mrs Marie Singer Is substituting at
the Mill River school during Mrs.
Starrett’s absence in New York.
Mrs. Charles Lenfest and son Mer
ritt left Monday for Rochester N. Y„
called by the illness of Mrs. Lenfest’s
mother.
Mrs. Geneva Ray and son of Rock
land are guests of Mrs. Leslie I. Smith.
There will be a Community Mass
Meeting in Watts hall Friday evening.
Nov. 25, at 7.30, to talk over plans for
the new school building. We want this
to be a real get-together meeting, to
bring out the advantages of all the
different projects, so that we may haVe
time to talk and think them over
thoroughly before ne»t town meeting
day. Mr. Bunker of the architectural
firm of Bunker & Savage of Augusta,
has kindly consented to lay before us
one or two of the possibilities of the
situation as they look to an architect
with a wide experience in this kind of
work, with a rough estimate of the
probable expense.
Everyone come
prepared to ask questions and make
suggestions The C. A. C. have very
courteously postponed
their drill
till another night so that we may have
the hall for a good big meeting. There
will be some community singing.
Mss Alma Harjula and Miss Rose
Morris of Bath were the weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eric Harjula.

GLENMERE
Mrs. Arvilla (Kinney), wife of Capt.
S. S. Davis, aged 89 years, died at her
home here after a short illness, Nov.
19. Much sympathy is extended the
aged husband, a daughter, Mrs. Eze
kiel S. Jones and three sons, Henry,
.Charles and Samuel, also several
grandchildren, who are left to mourn
her loss.

HOPE
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett, who has been
critically ill, is gradually recovering,
but Is still under the care of Dr.
Hutchins.

OWL’S HEAD
The pupils of the Owl’s Head school
will hold a candy sale at the schoolhouse Wednesday afternoon—opening
at 2.30. Everyone come and help out.

FIRST CLASS
SHOE AND RUBBER
REPAIRING.
TODAY I repair Shoes
and Rubbers for Reasonable
Prices and TOMORROW
for nothing.
ARVO MAKI
STREET, THOMASTON

136*138

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.
THOMASTON, ME.
DO YOUR SHOPPING HERE THIS
CHRISTMAS AND SAVE MONEY

SAY “MERRY CHRISTMAS”
with a

Photograph
The kindly thoughts of Christmastide are fittingly expressed by the
J Gift of your Photograph—gives the
I utmost in expression at this studio.
Yeu can complete your Christmas
list quickly with photographs and
you will be sure of giving just the
right thing in each instance. Pho
tographs are gifts you can easily
affora to give and family and
frienas will always treasure them.
The Gift that’s always timely for
Frienast, for Family and You.
Sittings made every day and even
ing by appointment.

THANKSGIVING SUGGESTIONS

FRANK O. HASKELL

to recover my breath, what do you
suppose the director said to me?”
“‘Bravo I’ probably.”
“No. He said: ’A little more action
please.’ Then I quit.”

New Mixed Nuts, per pound............. :...................................... 25c
Peanut Butter Kisses, per pound............................................ 30c
New Fresh Corn Cakes, per dozen.......................................... 10c

Shifted Responsibilities.
"The trouble with most politicians
Is that they promise more than they
can perform.”
"I avoid that,” replied Senator Sor
ghum. “I keep a man hired to make
my promises, and if the promises don’t
come true I administer a shocking re
proof to him, with the disappointed
constituent as a highly approving au
dience.”

,25c

16 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar........................................$1.00
Best All Round Flour, per bag............................................ $1.00
Bulk Cocoa, per pound............... 10c; 3 pounds................ 25c
State of Maine Y. E. Beans, quart . .. .23c; peck . . . .$1.75

Legs of Lamb
per lb. 25c

Stew Lamb, per

lb. 10c.

Corned

Lamb

Beef, per lb.

Chops, per lb. 35c

Its Effect.
"No wonder Elsie never puts up her
hair In papers or patent arrangements.
Her husband Is such a passionate
man.”
"What has that to do with It?”
"Why, his language when he gets
excited Is enough to make any one's
hair curl.”
■ itt*

10c

Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, per pound....................................... 18c
Liver, per pound...................... 15c
Bacon........................25c

Five Rib Cuts of Beef
for Roasting, per lb. 20c

Chuck Roasts
per pound 15c
‘Porter House Roasts
per pound, 30c

Sirloin Roasts
per pound, 25c

Package Dates, each .....................................10c Pure Comb
Raisins, per package ............................... ...20c Honey, each
Currants, per package ....................................20c 40c (one lb.)

The Store Where You Save Money
LOWEST PRE-WAR PRICES
TURKEYS, per pound
NATIVE GEESE, per
NATIVE FOWL, per
NATIVE CHICKENS,

Everything advertised for the last
two weeks will be sold all this week
for the same low prices. Take our ad.
and look the prices over. We guar
antee First quality goods in all Meats.
d. Ham, Beans, Coffee, Teas,
Canned Goods, Sunshine Biscuits,
Nuts, Fruit and Groceries.
We will sell for the same prices all
goods, except the following articles,
which are lower:
Malaga Grapes, fancy, lb.
....... 25c
Tokay Grapes, lb..............

Per barrel, 8 bags ..................... $7.75
The same in wood barrels ........ $8.25

(This flour is guaranteed a good all
round flour)

PHONE 33-11

AT

HASKELL’S

Lost and Found.
LOST—On Grace Street, Monday afternoon,
skid chain
Reward if returned. 5 Park
Street FRED R. SPEAR
188*It

LOST—In the neighborhood of Senrsmont,
Female Hound, white with brown head;* nume
Peggy. Reward. Call E S. BOHNDELL, Rockport. Tel Camden 14-2.
137-138
LOST—Rabbit hound pup, black, white and
tan
Xante "Major” on collar. Reward. DR.
PERLEY DAMON, Rockland.
138-144

>•__

Please notify GEORGE F. EVERETT, Ingraham’s Hill. Tel. 479-W.
136-138

Wanted
WANTED—An experienced man (or llie gr
iry business. FLINT'S MARKET, 262 Mi
Street.
133-tf

WANTED—Woman with talent for drawing
snd painting.
Permanent position if satis
factory. EDWIN H CRIE CO., 41« Main St.
128*110
WANTED—Experienced stenographer desires
position In Rockland, Address, FLORENCE
AYERS, Camden, Me.
138*141

WANTED—Position as housemaid.
write 5 GAY STREET PLACE.

Call or
138»lt

WANTED—Wet washing and washing and
ironing
Called for and delivered. Address:
WASHING care Courier-Gazette.
138*140
WANTED—Orders for home cooking Cskea
and pies a specialty. N. A. MAGUNE, 28
Birch St. Tel. 315-R.
138-140
WANTED—Middle aged woman to work in
family of three. Call 427M. RICHARD F.
SMITH, Ingraham's Hill.
137-tf

WANTED—Position, any kind of respectable
work for the winter—young man. Address,
POSITION,” care Courier-Gazelle. 137*139

"WANTED—Lady of good standing In her
neighborhood, and member of some church to
devote several hours each month lo collecting
our accounts from members of the Mothers'
Magazine Home Reading Club. Splendid op
portunity for a lady with a little spare time
to earn some extra money each month The
PERIODICAL PUBS ’ SERVICE BUREAU, 218
Tremont St., Boston Mass. Rm. 404”
138-140
WANTED—Are you satisfied with your pres
ent position and Income)’
A large, growing
organization requires the services of several
men with good qualifications: exceptional in
come and promotion for right men. ROOM
312-313, Fidelity Building, Portland, Me
137-139
WANTED—Man around 45 lo look after
our business In this territory. Easy work,
Permanent position, Pleasant occupation all
year round
Big salaries paid every week
lo Representatives. A letter to the OAKLAND
NURSERIES will bring Particulars
Man
chester, Conn.
137-139
WANTED—At once Fir Tips sultauie tor
fllllng flr pillows. EDWIN H. CR1E CO, 410
Main Street, Rockland
136*138
WANTED—Orders for knit caps and bon
nets for children and adults. MRS. FINEGOLD, 60 Willow Street.
136*138

WANTED—Storm door, 2 ft 8 In x 6 ft 3
In.; window of 12 lights, 9x13; and few bush
els Mangel Wurtzel cattle beets C. W LEE,
283 Lmierock Street. Tel. 767W.
136-138

WANTED—Shag Kittens, at once, color, and
sex In first letter DELIA YORK, 111 Pleas
ant Street Tel 293-W.
136*138

WANTED—Position aa bookkeeper and gen
eral office work or sales girl. Can give ref
erences.
129tf

30 in Cut-off Circular Saw. Call at H H
Crie & Co.’s for inspection. CHAS. U. RUS8

138-140.
FOR SALE—Two Ilghf-team horses, aged
ten and fifteen years; quick sale—low price.
HJ. HOVI, Union. Me. B. No. 1, Box No. 85.

137*130

FOR SALE—New Ford Sedan.

Never used,

2264 00. Balance on easy terms.
R. MULLEN, Tel. 238.

Inquire H.
137*139

FOR SALE—The Thomas Hawken property
at 125 Camden Street, Rockland, Maine. This
property has a twelve room modern house In
every particular. Rot water heat; garage on
the premises. Very large lot which extends to
the shore of Rockland’s beautiful harbor In
brief. It is one of the better properties In
Rockland and can -be bought at a very rea
sonable price. Property can be seen by ap
pointment with GEORGE K. ALLEN, AGENT
Camden, Maine. Tel. 220.
137-139

137*139
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, fitted, 314.00

137*139
FOR SALE—Two Reo Trucks, one nearly
new, slightly used, also a Ford truck. All good
trades.
Or will exchange for anything of
equal value. H. H. STOVER
CO,

t

17

FOR SALE—Pure sweet cider, also preserved
cider. Get my prices on barrel lots. L. J
CHANDLER, So Hope, Me.
136*138

TO LET-IN CAMDEN—Two good rooms
suitable for any light business; one a good
location for a barber shop, having been occupied as such for over 40 years. The other
a fine place for a shoe-repair shop
See
--------------------------.
138-140

Apply

FOR SALE—Two Boehm 8ystem Clarinets
low pitch A and B flat. 17 keys, 7 rings. J R.
KITTREDGE. 300 Main Street.
136-147

Who Pays the Fiddler?
There it an old saying that “Those who dance Bint pay the
fiddler.” The same thought applies to other things as weO.

For example, we have here a homelike community which we

all appreciate and enjoy.

out of which the expense of upkeep is taken?

msmmmvssm*

Our commu

nity would soon go to rack and ruin so that we should be
ashamed to call it our own.

more taxes, because that dollar has gone to do its work else*
where.

FOR SALE—The mill, camps, logs, standing
lumber and everything connected with lumber
ing operations at Ash Point.
Also a new
Saxon 11 h p kerosene engine. Apply to L.
G. LEARNED, Box 38, Ash Point.
136*133

FOR 8ALE—A few Ancona cockerels, Shep
herd SI rain-33 to 33 while they last. W H.
CLOUGH, Rockville.
136*138

FOR SALE—A parlor stove; alto eight
pullets. Inquire of MRS A. W. NTE, 23
Holmes Street. Tel. 557-M.
136-138

FOR SALE—Two barber chairs, in good con
dition ; 6 office chairs, 3 long mirrors and oth
er barber shop paraphernalia. MANSON &
NYE. 415 Main Street
134-139
FOR SALE—Another 1920 Ford Touring Car

For every dollar that is sent out of town, somebody has to pay

The dollar spent with a local dealer pays its share of

the cost of local improvements, helps to reduce your taxes and
to make your home enjoyable.

in good shape; also 1 double runner pung 2
sleighs and a single runner pung at bargain
P. L HAVENER,, phone 226-M or 695-5. 129lf
PIPE. FITTINGS AND

VALVE8-We have

a large stock from H to 6 Inches It will ray
you to enquire here before buying elsewhere
LIVINGSTON J1FG. CO., Lime Street, Chy

IRON and STEEL—We have a targe stock of

TRADE AT HOME

Support" the Town fhatSupportsYou

Norway and Refined Iron, Angle Iron, T Iron.
Tool Steel, Cold Rolled and Machine Steel etc
at reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFC.' CO 1
Lime Street, city,
IXTtf
STILSON WRENCHES—We are telling Stil

ton Wrenches and Repair Parts at new low
prices. LIVINGSTON MFO. CO.. Lime Street.
C1(y
i«7tf

FOR SALE—Strip of land running from tho
town road to Georges river. Beautiful locu
tion for summer cottage. Boating, tilling and
bathing facilities. Inquire MISS KVA K
TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor.
O*4f

1,000 agents in this City to sell my line of
Specialties, as advertised recently in tills pa
per. I meant in this State, and everywhere
I could procure them. I have the goods ready
and waiting to be sold by agents here or
anywhere, and this line Is the best as time
will tell
I meet all half way, 50-50. Try
them out and convince yourself. They are
genuine. C. U. RUSS, Rockland, Me.

BE A BOOSTER!
TRADE AT HOMBI
TAKE THE HOME PAPER!

But what would happen to our

pleasant community if we all stopped replenishing die fund

33

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods st the
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main 8t. Mall or
ders Bollclted HELEN C. RHODES
U-tf

137-142

FOR SALE—30 tons of this year's pressed
hay.
E. LISSOK, 91 Lake Avenue. Tel.
56SM_______ ___ __________________ 136*138

WATER
138*It

New Smoked Finnan Haddie, per pound............................. 16c
CL .
OA
SPECIAL MONEY SAVING OFFER—Amerohrimp, per can ............................................................................ ZUC lean Magazine 82 50 year. Woman's Home
M
ci• n
A1‘
/"vl
so
or
en
Companion 22 00. Both Magazines to one adiNorwegian Sardines in rure Ulive
per can loc; j ror 50c dress 2:110 y™ save 31. fred e har
Old County Road, Rockland. Tel.
Palm Olive Soap, 3 cakes........................................................... 25c ”hX’
137*139.

CUT PRICES ON ALL GOODS SALE DAYS

MARKET

TO LET—Seven room tenement.
Flush
closet. Apply at 15 ROCKLAND STREET.
138*140

conveniences.

line.

per cord; dry soft wood, fitted, 310 00 per cord,
delivered. Half cord orders accepted. Leiva
orders with Harjuls's Milkman or ALBERT
NELSON, St. George Road, Thomaston

Miscellaneous

PILLSBURY STUDIO

Carrs

To Let

Modern

Advertisements hi this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cenM, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each for
SIX words roajte
one time, 10 cents 3 times.
til

FOR SALE—Confectionery ar.d Cigar Buslness at 716 Main Street corner James 8lreet.
Inquire at store or 12 Warren Street.

Stew Kettles, each ................. .. ................................................... 50c MISCELLANEOUS—Ail bills contracted by
Fancy Light
Molasses, rper gallon
.......................................... 60c [ *>»e
a. 11. s. Fnotbsii Team, 1921 should be
®
~
sent at once to the manager of the team for
5 pound pails Preserves, each....................................................85c payment. Lawrence miller. Mgr., r h. s
138-11
Preserves in bulk, per pound...................................................... 20c
EXPLANATION—I did not expect to get

PHONE 33-11

CASH AND
1 CARRY

A QUALIFIED EXPERT

i
{
i
i

EVERYBODYS GDLOIN

WANTED—85 shaggy cat* and kittens. sila

The Constant Reader: Your "Suecess in Business” page Is very IntplrIng. The man who runs it must be
a wonder.
The Managing Editor: He should
be. He’s had twenty years business
experience In as many different lines
and we pay him thirty dollars •
week for running the page.

TO LET—Furnished
STREET

/

Blgheet
prl a* paid. JOHN IB.
'
Just reecived a large shi pment of snd female. —
RAN LETT. Rockville. Me
TeL 853-14. Utf
blue and white Enamel Ware.
10 quart Kettle* with covers ...... $1.00
For Sale
12 auart Kettles with cover ....... 11.25
FOR
SALE
—
1921
Dort Touring Car, driven
14 quart Preservingg Kettle, no
less than 4.000 miles. T. R. SWEETLAND at
cover ...................................... .......... 65c Weymouth’s.
137*142
14 quart Dish Pans ............. .......... 75c
FOR SALE—Small barn. 133 RANKIN ST.
138-140
10 quart Sauce Pans .......... .......... 50c
FOR SALE—Planer, circular saw, hand saw.
6 quart Tea Kettle ............... ........ $1.10 lathe,
grindstone, emery grinder—all or sep
Good size Chambers ........... .......... 59c arately. Inquire at 22 TRINITY STREET.
138-140
Wash Basins, large size
...........35c
FOR SALE—BARGAIN—One 36 In. Rip Cir
Pudding Pans, large size .... ...........35c cular Saw; two 16 In. Rip Circular Saws: ona

Varney’s Pride, a fancy patent flour
per bag ...........................................$1.05
The Sanitary Up-To-Date Store
per barrel, 8 bags .................... $825
Ceresota Flour, per bag ..............$135 Telephone 105 : : : : : ROCKLAND

STREET, or to A. C. McLOON, at Me
Tomatoes, per can...................... 18c; 3 cans ... ................. 50c GROVE
Loon’s wharf.
133-tf
Corn, per can................... ..
10c; 3 cans .... .................. 25c TO LET—Barn for garage. 68 GRACE ST
Tel. 118-R.
132tf
Van Camps Tomato Soup, per can ... .10c; 3 cans . . 25c To LET_Set
Evaporated Milk, per can.......................................................12%c
Raspberries, per can..................................................................... 25c Tei 665-2____________________ 123-tf
Fancy California Peaches, per can.......................................... 25c
‘
Sliced Pineapple, per can............... 35c; 3 cans................ $1.00 TOU" "l *"
— , . ,
,
01
no I To LET—STORAGE—For furniture, (tore*
Ked Alaska oalmon, per can...................................•.................. ZoC snd musical Instrument! or anything that re
,ni/ , quires a dry, clean room. Terms rcaeonabli
Pink Salmon, per can ........................................................... 12/2C 1 »
M»l» ■«
««**

Salt
Codfish
per lb. 12c

Just received one barrel Canada Pep
permint Candy, per pound ...........20c

3 quarts .................. „......................45c
The very best Onions, lb..................8c
Bolted or Granulated Meal, 8 lbs..... 25c
Fancy Whole Head Rice, 2 lbs......... 15c
100 pound bag ............................. $6.75 CLOSED ALL DAY THANKSGIVING
Maine Corn, new pack, can ... .........10c j
OPEN WEDNESDAY EVENING

Large package Rolled Oats, each............................................ 25c
Small package ........................... 15c; 2 for.............................25c willis williams, Camden, Me.
Corn Flakes, per package........................................................... 10c I.(T°0 ^a^SU?^ s,orage 137^
Shredded Wheat, two packages ............................................... 25c to LET—Furnished rooms, all modern, steam
i-s
.. i
i
i r heat* bath, electric lights, garage. H. M.
rettijohns, per package .............................................................. loc. dane, 30 High st. t«i. 7«s.
i36tr
Broftd S,
Kellogg's Krumbled Bran, per package................................ 25c TJ°16^E1I -Furnished flat at
121 tf
Hecker’s Pancake Flour, per package..................................... 20c
TO LET—Furnished house at 62 Summer

.20c
. .8c
,18c

................................................................ 60c
pound................................................ 42c
pound.................................................. 34c
milk and cord fed, per pound ., ,37c

Just received a large shipment of
White Rose Flour, per bag .........98c

Pure Lard in 10 pound pails ................................................. $1.50
Pure Lard, per pound................................................................... 15c
Compound, per pound................................................................. 14c
Salt Pork, per pound...................................................................... 15c
Eggs, Western, per dozen ............................................................ 50c
Honey Comb Tripe, per pound . . . ,10c; 3 pounds . . . ,25c
Bolted or Granulated Meal, per pound . ,4c; 7 pounds . .25c
Three Crow Cream Tartar, % lb. pkg . .12c; I lb. pkg. . .45c
Arm & Hammer Soda, 7 packages.......................................... 25c
Cream Corn Starch, per package............................................ 10c
Whole Rice, per pound................. 7c; 4 pounds...................25c
New Walnuts, per pound............................................................ 35c
Castanas, per pound..................................................................... 20c
New Pop Corn, per pound............... 7c; 4 pounds................ 25c
New Layer Figs, per pound....................................................... 40c
New Dates, per pound................. 18c; 3 pounds................... 50c

Salt Tongues, per pound
Dried Pollock, per pound
Cod Bits, per pound .. . .

OPENS

Arcade Rink, Crowded To the Rafters, Sees a Revival
of This Popular Indoor Sport

Ribbon Candy, per pound.........................................................25c
Cape Cod Cranberries, per quart............................................ 22c
Green Hubbard Squash, per pound........................................... 4c
Turnips, per pound................. 3c; per bushel................... $1.50
"It was this way,” said the ex-film
Celery, per bunch ....................................................................... 35c actor: “I drove a motorcar at 60 miles
Onions, 3 pounds......................................................................... 25c an hour off a pier Into the sea. swam
boat and rescued,
Sweet Potatoes, 5 pounds........................................................... 25c out vto a, capsized
......
white potatoes, per peck ..... ,40c; bushel............. $1.50 fought a battle with three make-bePie Pumpkins, each...................... 10c; 3 for........................25c ,,eve smugglers and when I sat down

Short Cuts

SEASON

POLO

Mayor Thorndike threw a red ball The defensive work of Larrabee and
out of the Arcade gallery last night, Simmons made it difficult for the Ar
cade players to get near the cage. The
♦he referee’s whistle blew, and roller
former showed the crowd how block
polo had been revived in Rockland ing was done in the old days.
after a lapse of 15 years. The game
About the only seasoned player on
was too one-sided to furnish all of the the Arcade team was Scott, who for
thrills that go with a roller polo con- merly played with Lewiston. His
test, but this very fact served to show 1 regular position is goal tend, but he
that in the Rockland Regulars we have did good work on the rush line,
team which can doubtless hold its , Allen and Gilchrest made a surprisown with any that Portland, Bath or ingly good showing, considering their
Lewiston may send as the season ad inexperience, but it was Wheeler who
vances. None of the players had put the real pep into the Arcade’s
practiced to any extent, as the para work, after he left the cage, In favor
phernalia was not all here until Sat of Hart. The change was one that
urday, but all of them did surprisingly should have been made sooner. The
summary:
well.
Regulars Kenney lr, R. Skinner 2r,
The crowd was the largest which has
witnessed an indoor sporting event in J. Skinner c, Simmons hb, Larrabee g.
Arcade: Allen lr, Scott 2r, Gilchrest
this city for many years, and resulted
in some unfortunate mixups as to the c, Hart hb g, Wheeler g, hb.
seating of patrons. Henceforth re Won by
Made by
Time
served seats will be on sale by the Regulars
Kenney
5.30
Thomas Sporting Goods Co., and Man Regulars
Kenney
3.10
ager Allen guarantees that every pa Regulars
J. Skinner
1.05
tron will receive satisfaction. Many Regulars
Kenney
.15
patrons were turned away last night, Regulars
R. Skinner
3.07
unable to get seats. Among the fans Regulars
Kenney
.06
present were quite a number who saw Regulars
R. Skinner
.84
the H. M. B.'s make their famous rec Arcade
Allen
.05
—
ord in the same rink about 30 years
Regulars
Kenney
ago.
6.40
The Arcade team, composed mainly Regulars
R Skinner
.45
of players new to the game, were Regulars
2.04
J. Skinner
plainly outmatched by the Regulars, Regulars
3.08
R. Skinner
all of whom have won laurels in ama Regulars
Kenney
2.54
teur polo years agone.
Regulars
R. Skinner
1.04
—
At the end of the second period the
Regulars had caged the ball 13 times Arcade
5.20
Wheeler
and the Arcade team had but a soli Regulars
Kenney
3.00
tary goal The latter team shifted its Arcade
.19
Gilchrest
lineup the third period, and the spec Arcade
3.10
Gilchrest
tators were treated to a belated sam 'Arcade
Allen
.28
ple of the real thing, with each side Regulars
Kenney
.35
scoring four goals.
Regulars
Kenney
.14
The Skinner brothers gave a line ex Regulars
R Skinner
1.11
LABOR UNAPPRECIATED.
hibition of passing and juggling, and
Score, Regulars 16, Arcade 5. Stops
found a valuable ally in the person of Ill goal, Larrabee 20, Wheeler 31 Hart
“Why did you resign from the Neil Kenney, who is not only speedy 12. Referee, Winslow. Timer, Leon
movies?”
on skates, but has a good goal stroke. J. White. Scorer, A T. Philbrook.

E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Open Wednesday Evening. Closed All Day Thursday.
Shop Early.

I

THE

The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Lodge wil| be held Wednes
day evening.
The union Thanksgiving services
' We have the largest assortment of Kitchen Utensils for
j are to bo held at the Congrega
Thanksgiving at popular prices in Knox County.
tional church Wednesday evening.
The ladies’ circle of the Baptist and
STRAINERS
DOUBLE ROASTERS
Congregational curches will have no
PRESERVE KETTLES
DINNER WARE
meeting this week.
MIXING BOWLS
FLOUR SIFTERS
The Christian Science church will
GLASSWARE
BAKING PANS
hold its Thanksgiving service Thurs
BREAD BOXES
OVEN GLASS
day evening at 7.30 at the church edi
ALUMINUM WARE
PIE PLATES
COLANDERS
fice, Central street.
The students of Camden High made
Everything to cook your Thanksgiving dinner in. Call and look our
merry Saturday evening over their
line over and see our big window display of the above items.
victory in the football game with
Rockland, the score being 6 to 0. A
huge bonfire was built on Mechanic
street and there was much cheering.
The annual meeting of the Library
135-138
THOMASTON, ME.
Book Fund Association will be held
Tuesday evening with Mrs. T. J.
French, Pearl street. The meeting
will be called promptly at 7.30.
George Simonton of Medford is the
guest of relatives in town.
Mrs. Frank Hall and niece left re
cently for New York, where they will
be guests for two months of Mr. Hall.
Mrs. Ellen Packard Is the guest of
her son, F. A. Packard.
CASH GROCERY
Mrs. J. C. Fish is ill at her home.
Abbie Claark of Tenant’s Har
41 OCEAN STREET
TELEPHONE 316 borMrs.
is assisting Mrs. P. G. Willey.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Knowlton were shocked to learn of the
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Pilled
sudden death of their son, Frederic
W. from pneumonia. Sincerest sj’m
pathy is extended to the bereaved
SPECIAL PRICES FOR BALANCE OF WEEK
parents. Funeral services were held
Monday from the residence of Mr
and Mrs. Leslie Marshall. The inter
Fancy Milk Fed Chickens, per pound (5 to 7 lb. average) 45c ment was in Mountain street ceme
tery.
Pork Roasts, per pound ........................................................... 28c
Miss Ruth Ella Thomas is home to
Turkeys', per pound .................................................................... 70c spend Thanksgiving with her parents.
She has as guest Miss Margaret Witherstine of Peoria, Ill., who is a post
Oranges, per dozen....................................................................... 45c graduate
at the same school of music
Malaga Grapes, per pound......................................................... 20c of which Miss Thomas is a senior.

Sour Krout, per pound............... 10c; 3 pounds

c.Tery-vnner-uay

ivzi

1,

Street

QUICK SERVICE

GREEN

!, luesaay, iNovemoer zx,

FOR 8ALE—Two five passenger can, cheap.

and In perfect running condition.
P. D STARRETT, Warren, Me

FOR SALE—50 high bred R. I. Bed cockerels;

-CIFTS THAT LAST

price 31 50, 33 00, 35 00, 38.00 per bird; (
months old. C. E. WARD. South Thomaston.
Me.
117-141
FOR SALE—The Nekton larm

W. P. STRONG

25 acres and 3 acre* of young

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
8UPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&Stf

WDWJIO StAnONEFJ*

•Social Engi^ng

THE C0UR1KB-0A2ETTE.

t-tf

at

of wood.
8plendld *ltuatlon 1
_ __
home. Addreaa DICKEY-KNOWLTON 00.,
ftvt. Mn
t*tf
FOR SALE—Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dishes

Musical
Instruments,
Furniture,
CarpetZ
Carpets, Quilts, Stoves, Etc. C. T. BRAGG
610 Main Street. Rockland.
I25tf

JHE COURIER-OAZETiE
ROCKLAND

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
examine style*
If you zlreidy bar* a piste
trlng It in and let nt print yon cards in latest

<iM.

Good Urea.
Idl-tf

MAINE

If—
If love were a respecter of
there would be more bachelors SB*
splustcrs in tbs world*

Lvmy-Other'Day

In Social Circles
In addition

to peraonal notes recording deptrtures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall 01
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ........................................... 770

Charles A. Emery was the guest la
Boston Saturday and Sunday of Major
Ira Wight of St. Louis, whose son,
Ira Edward Wight, was a member of
the Yale football squad, and who has
another son, Daniel Wight, in Yale.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley of
North CHavcn are in the city for the
winter, occupying a tenement on Wil
low street. Mr. Lobley, is employed
as carpenter by the Deep Sea Fish
eries.

Mrs. Howard Waltz leaves tomorrow
for Lawrence, Mass., where she will
spend a week or 10 days.

Harold A. Swett of Portland was a
weekend visitor In the city, and de
voted much of his stay denying an
interesting and pleasant rumor.

Francis P. Wight was a guest at
the Belmont Club Friday of Ira Ed
ward Wight of St. Louis, a member of
the Yale football team.
Alvin H. Hurd and son Paul were
In Boston for the weekend. Paul at
tended the Harvard-Yale game.
_

<

Miss Edith MacAlman, who has been
havipg: her winter vacation from M.
S. Bird & Co.’s office, has returned
from New York, where she was the
guest of Miss Myrtle llemenway.

Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hurd of Ash
Point entertained 20 friends at their
home Thursday evening. It was a
very Jolly gathering, with cards, music
and refreshments punctuating the pro
gram. Steve may have thought it a
cool proceeding when he received the
hill for the lee cream, but he was a
game sport, and kept his promise.
Mrs. A. J. Richardson of Bath is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. A. H.
Lovejoy.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 22,

SANG IN COSTUME

PERRY’S
THE CORNER GROCERY
TELEPHONES 796—797

MANY REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD TRADE HERE

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
Vermont Turkeys, 7, 10, 12 and 15 lb. Birds, lb. . .65c
Quality Fine
Quantity Limited
Market Early
Native Geese, 7, 8 and 9 lb. Birds, per lb..................... 45c

Native Fowl, 5, 6 and 7 lb. Birds, per lb........... ..

35c

Native Chickens, corn and milk fed, 4, 5, 6 lb. Birds,
per pound .......................................................................40c

LITTLE PIG PORK
'

Roast, per pound

25c

Bulk Dates, 2 pounds.......................................................25c
Seeded Raisins, per package........................................... 16c
Layer Figs, per pound.................................................... 35c
Brick Figs, per brick......................................................... 20c

We have all varieties and flavors of Fancy Preserves
and Jellies
Salad Dressing, 2 bottles.................................................. 25c
Heinz Sweet Pickles, per pound................................... 40c
Mixed Nuts, per pound.................................................... 25c
English Walnuts, per pound...........................................35c
New Crop Italian Chestnuts, per pound................... 25c
—

■

i

in

1

r-

A large variety of Fancy Canned Fruits

J. A. Closson and Mrs. John A.
Clough of Sedgwick are guests for
Thanksgiving week of Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Ingraham at Ingraham Hill.

We have the complete Sunshine line of Crackers and
Cookies

Albert H. Lovejoy, who is having
his vacation from the express office, is
the guest of A. J. Richardson, 27 WestIcy Lane, Bath.

Assorted Candy Kisses, per pound............................. 20c
Peanut Brittle, per pound................................................ 18c
Pop Corn Brittle, per pound...........................................25c
Social Whirl Kisses, per pound...................................... 30c

Mrs. D. N. Mortland left Monday
for New York, whence she sails Nov.
29 for Kingston. Jamaica. She will
spend the winter in Jamaica, but her
exact location there Is not yet decided
upon.
Mrs Charles Clements of Lowell,
Mass., and A Walter Wardwell of
Charlestown, Mass., are guests of their
sister, Mrs. Donald Karl, called here
by the death of their aunt, Mrs Vinal
of Thomaston. Mrs. Clements returns
Wednesday and Mr. Wardwell re
mains over Thanksgiving.

The harmony club holds its first
meeting of the season Wednesday
night with Miss Gertrude Smith.
Mrs A. C. Woodward, who has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Anniie
Hall, for several days, returned to
Brunswick yesterday.

Mrs. Samuel Alperin and daughter
Helen are visiting Mrs. Alperln’s fortner home In Fall River, Mass., where
they will remain until Christmas.
Mrs. Cora M. Austin has returned
from Phillips, and is at her home ill
the .city.
Miss Charlotte Buffunt gave at home
Sunday night a small supper party to
honor the birthday of her mother,
Mrs. H A. Buffuin.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Hoar of Rangeley are in the city, on an extended
visit, guests of Mrs. Hoar’s brother,
M. P. Trainer.
Mrs. L. Q. Tyler arrived this morn
ing from Belmont, Mass., where she
has just completed the purchase of a
new two-family houso at 27 Vincent
avenue. The lot is 75x90 feet, and
contains also a double garage. Mr.
and Mrs. Tyler move there in about
two weeks, and will be in close
proximity to their children—Mrs. A.
C. Irving in Brookline and Hector B.
Tyler in Boston.

Eighty of Rockland’s society ladies
attended a charming five-course
luncheon which was daintily served at
Hotel Rockland Saturday afternoon.
Hostesses of the occasion were Mrs. E.
L Brown, Mrs. C. A. Rose, Mrs. J. E.
Stevens and Mrs. F. M. Shaw. Table
decorations comprised an artistic
combination of evergreen and red ber
ries At the conclusion of the luncheon,
there was auction at the home of Mrs.
Brown - at 55 Summer street. The
same color scheme of red and green
was used in decorating each of the
20 tables. Those to receive nine well
chosen prizes were: Mrs Alan L. Bird
an exquisite piece of blue Venetian
glassware; Mrs. Ralph Hanscom, a
jardiniere; Mrs. A. J. Crockett, em
broidered pillow slips; Mrs. Philip
Howard, silk stockings; Mrs. C. O.
Perry, a picture; Mrs. George W.
Baehcldcr, a corsage bouquet- Mrs.
A. W. Foss, two hand embroidered
handkerchiefs; Mrs. B. B. Smith, card
•ible numbers, and Mrs. E. J. Hellier.
a gold pencil.

Preserved Ginger, per jar................................................ 50c
Plain and Stuffed Olives in all size bottles
Peanut Butter in jars, cans and bulk
Hull-less Cranberry Sauce in cans, ready to warm and
serve

There nre two ways of measuring a
poet, either by an absolute aesthetic
standard, or relatively to his position
in the literary history of his country
and the conditions of hta generation.
Both should be borne in mind as co
efficients in a perfectly fair judgment.
If his positive merit is to be settled
Irrevocably by the former, yet an in
telligent criticism will find its advan
tage not only in considering wliat he
was, but whnt, under the given cir
cumstances, It was possible for him to
be.—James Russell Lowell.

CONFETTI

BALL
TUESDAY, NOV. 22

AMERICAN'S CREED

I believe in the United States
of America as a government of
the people, by the' people, for the
poople whose Just powers are dc- •
rived from the consent of the governed; a democracy in a republie; a sovereign Nation of many
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
one and inseparable, established
upon those principles of freedom,
equality, justice and humanity
for which American patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe it is my
duty to my country to love it;
to support its Constitution; to
obey its laws; to respect its flag;
and to defend it against all ene-

•

mica.

•

♦♦♦♦♦♦«•♦♦♦♦

PARK THEATRE

AT THE ARMORY

We supply you with confetti

KELLY’S MUSIC
And all you dancers bring
plenty of pep

You Know What You Are Doing.
Other People May Not
Tell Them Through an Advertise*
ment In This Paper.

From France It Is reported that the
Etabllsiement Schneider of Creusot,
manufacturers of guns, armor, loco
motives and other steel products, are
hard at work on a new four-engined
military airplane in which the four
engines will be arranged in tandem
inside a central fuselage. The wing
span will be about 100 feet, and the
power plant is to consist of four en
gines of 400 horsepower each. The
machine will he designed for bombing
work, and will carry several machine
guns. The Karman “Goliath” pilot,
Lieut. Gonfn, has been engaged to
test the first machine, while it is
possible that Oasale, who has already
tested the Bleriot “Mammouth," will
test the second machine.—Scientific
American.
Snow Geese.
The only known flock of snow geese
In existence, containing more than 5,000, weighing an average of eight
pounds each, arrived recently at Cape
Tourmente. Quebec, on its annual
northern migration from the Southern
states. Each year the birds make this
a stopping-off place on their way to the
Labrador coast, and have been known
to do so for more than forty years. Tlie
flock has been closely protected, and
tills year moving pictures were taken
of them by the moving picture service
of the Dominion parks branch, Ottawa.

Sea Serpent Proved Hawser.

Tlie first sea serpent tale of tlie sea
son was brought to New York by tlie
liner Munatnar. from Antilla, Cuba. On
Sunday Captain Andrew Osborn saw
something off tlie port how. Passen
gers lined the rail and the Munatnar
was headed for the object. When
alongside, seamen reached down with
boathooks and grabbed It. They drew
up a 34-foot length of a ship's hawser
with a wooden keg on one end.

(7.30 P. M.)

A Black N. E. Theatres de luxe picture

TheCourtship el Mjles Standish
WILL BE SHOWN THANKSGIVING DAY AND FRIDAY

With MARGARET SHAW, popular film star, as “PRISCILLA”
A wonderful and delightful screen version adapted from Longfellow’s famous
poem, with an artistic prologue introducing famous Indians—Chief John Ranco,
who canoed from Old Town to Plymouth; Princess Blue Blood, a descendent of
Massascit and Princess Nee-Ber-Ben.
Afternoons and Evenings, 25c and 35c; School Children 15c—plus the war tax.

4PARK THEATRES
: : TODAY : :
CONSTANCE BINNEY in “THE MAGIC CUP”
Her one treasure, a silver goblet, held her heart’s desire—romance, love
and a home at last.
________

: : WEDNESDAY??
MARY GLYNNE and DONALD CRISP

‘BESIDE THE BONNIE

BRIER BUSH”

A story that has twined itself around the hearts of millions.

EMPIRE
To accommodate many

THEATRE

picture patrons this theatre will be open on

Thanksgiving Day, with the following bill:

Feature, Buck Jones in “Straight From the Shoulder”
Comedy, “For Land’s Sake” and “Isle of Desire’’

FRIDAY:
Among smart furs there are coats
that maintain their, style supremacy
without going to great lengths. One
of these shorter models, which may
be made of mink, squirrel, sealskin
nr ether fashionable skins is shown
here. It meets all the requirements
Sf the new season.

SAINT OF EIGHTH CENTURY

Giant French Machine,

Judging a Poet.

THE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miss Loraine Wyman of New York ,
afforded a delightful and refreshing i
glimpse into Brittany, a land of fisher
maids, color and romance, to those :
Who attended the folk song conceit
which took place last night under the j
auspices of tlie First Baptist Choir. I
The songs of French Foil; Lore were j
included in the second portion of Miss '
Wyman’s program when she apiiearcd
n the costume of a sardine fisher maid i
ff Brittany. If the tisher folk over j
here bear the slightest resemblance [
to Miss Wyman, and if they sing nt ,
heir work as Miss Wyman did, then !
sardine packing in France must be a ;
most enchanting occupation and u ;
more intimate revelation into this in- ,
dustry would be acceptable to all who ■
were present.
There is a tender and irresistible
ppeal to folk songs which have come
down through the ages of many lands
tnd most of them are set to exquisite
nd haunting sweetness of melody.
Miss Wyman sang her songs of the '
Kentucky Mountains, Brittany and old
England, with a graceful- charm, a
sincerity and
plaintiveness
that
'ouehed many a heart string and left |
Her large audience convinced that she
had gone straight to the heart of the
people she portrayed.
In 1910 Miss Wyman studied two
-inters in Paris under the tutelage of
Mme. Yvette Guilbert, making her de
but at the Gymnase Theatre in Paris
and Bcehstein Hall in London. Since
l-r return to America, she has made
specialty of French and English
Folk Songs and has met with country
wide approval in annual recitals.
Many of the songs she collected her
self among obscure corners of the
Kentucky Mountains and amid humale, ignorant folk unused to the ways
f civilization, but her rendition of
them is as refreshing to her audiences
is a cool, mountain breeze on a sums day. Modern jazz music is sacriligious compared to the sweet ap
peal and the soft, melancholy minors
that dominate. Miss Wyman’s songs.
She was splendidly accompanied at the
piano by Miss Ruth Emerson.
The program was interspersed with
several well chosen selections by thes
First Baptist Chorus Choir, which gave
conclusive and oral evidence that it is
a credit to the teaching and the direc
tion of Mme. Eleanor Cote Howard.
Numbers rendered included: “Unfold
Ye Portals." from Redemption, by
Gounod; “The Belfry Tower,” by J. 1,.
Hatton, and “The Miller's Wooing,”
by E. Fanning.

(2.15 P. M.)

The Merchant

THOMASTON, ME.

•

Miss Loraine Wyman, New
York Artist, Delights a
Critical Audience.

Colors Affect Moods.
People who are planning to redec
To Swithin, Bishop of Winchester, Is
orate their houses may find interest
Traced Tradition Concerning
ing suggestions in these bints from a
All day Saturday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Forty Days’ Rain.
dissertation on color: Green, tlie color
we offer our full-size loaf
St. Swithin or Swithun was bishop of all foliage and herbage, is naturally
Blue, the
of Winchester from 852 to 862. Ac (lie most restful of all.
10c
FRESH BAKED BREAD
10c
cording to the Eleventh century “Life,” color of the sky and of tlie sea, is
We also have a full line of Cookies, Cakes, Pies and
attributed to Gotzlin. lie was tu conducive to serious mood, ; .id often
gives tlie impression of coJ- ,- ss. Yel
tor to Egbert's son, Kthetwulf, under
Doughnuts baked fresh daily in our own store.
whom lie was made bishop. He was low is tlie color of sunlight and of al
a devoted builder of churches, and a most all fires. From these associa
EVERYTHING READY—NO WAITING
tions it takes on a cheerful aspect. It
man of unusual piety and humility. He
gives the impression of warmth, lied,
also built tlie bridge at the cast side
WE HAVE EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT____
of Winchester. He died in 862 and the color of blood, is exciting and
was buried in the churchyard of Win- stimulating. To he surrounded by it
Open Wednesday Evening—Closed all day Thursday
Chester, having asked, says William tends to make one hasty and excitable.
Black is the color of night and mourn
Malmsbury, to he laid Avheie “pagsersing. It is always a depressing color.
liy might tread on ids grave, and
It makes us feel gloomy. Purple gives
where the rain from tlie eaves might
something
of the impression of black,
fall oil it," it was fa'o<ed flint he
Four Colors Are New.
The Climate of Finland.
but at times conveys the idea of ele
performed
many
miraculous
cures
What
is
a
seuson
without
a
few
new
The climate of Finland is rigorous
gance. This is probably due to its
after his death, and, although never
bat healthful, marked by long winters colors?
long association with royally.
Thus we have them—forward comes regularly canonized, lie was trauslatcd
and short but hot summers. It lies
within the zone of cyclones and anti some fashion authority and announces with great ceremony on July 15, 1171,
cyclones, which pass over northern In our midst that the four newest and and received his title of saint on ids
Suggestion Does Much.
Europe from west to east nt intervals roost popular colors of the present mo transition, when his remains were de
When you come down to breakfast
of two or three days throughout the ment are rosewood, chow, aztec and posited in (lie cathedral. It is said, in the morning, to lie greeted, per
though unfortunately not by contempo
year and give variability to the winds humming bird.
haps, with tlie suggestion that you
With rosewood we’re more or less fa rary chroniclers, tlint this translation
and weather. The mean annual tem
look ill add tired, you may, if you
miliar
—
we
’
ve
met
It
in
pianos,
spinet,
was delayed in consequence of violent
perature varies between the southern
are very suggest ible. actually feel 11)
rains. Hence, the still current belief
and tlie northern boundary from forty desks and so on.
and tired for the rest of tlie day, un
But chow! ’Tis a different story—it that if It rains on July 15, St. Swithto thirty-four degrees Fahrenheit,
less you have the sense to counter
might
be
anything
from
a
pet
pup
t»
in
’
s
day,
it
will
conlinuo
lo
rain
for
ranging from sixty-four to sixty-two
that unwise suggestion by the oppo
40
days.
degrees Fahrenheit In July. The ex the food your doughboy existed on in
site one tlmt you are looking well and
treme range of temperature is about those mad days of memory.
feel refreshed. On the other band,
Aztec
—
ahi
There
’
s
something
to
110 to 115 degrees Fahrenheit. The
supposing that you are feeling some
conjure
with
!
The
name
brings
visions
prevailing winds in winter are from
what out of sorts and think you look
the south and southwest und in sum of bright shawls, beads and painted
Jaded, a-friendly remark that you are
feathers
in
which
we
might
array
our

WHO
DOES
NOT
ADVERTISE
mer from the north, northwest and
looking very well and fit will “buck
selves
and
bedeck
the
Sunday
land

west. The amouut of rainfall varies
IS
you up" immensely, and you will ac
scape.
(
from ten Indies In the northern to
tually, in tlie course of the day, sug
As for humming bird—the subtleties In (he Standstill Class
twenty-five inches in the southern part,
rest yourself Into a correspont’.ing
of
that
are
left
to
your
imagination.
Silng greatest during August

Mrs. Fenton Parsons of Island Pond,
Vt., is spending the week in Rock
land.
•
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Opening of Amateur Polo League

EVA

NOVAK

“THE TORRENT”

in

SATURDAY: HARRY CAREY in “HEARTS UP”
m

ROLLER SKATING
At the ARCADE, ROCKLAND
Regular nights for tho winter are Mondays, Wednesdays, Thlrsdays and
Saturdays. Skating from 7 to 10. Skating Saturday
Afternoons from 2 to 5.

If you have not learned, start now before everybody else beats you to it.

FOR

THANKSGIVING

RIBBON CANDY, Best Quality,

25c

NEW WALNUTS,

40 C

NEW MIXED NUTS,

30 C

CHOICE FRUITS

CHISHOLM BROTHERS
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM, ROCKLAND, MAINE

JIM’S CORNER
PURITY IS BUT
ONE POINT
about our delicious con
fections. Wholesomeness,
flavor, and modest prices
are other good points
which should induce you
to be a regular patron of
our candies. The girls
know our candies—ask
them! Bring her a box
of ours and see her smile.
Take home a pound for Thanksgiving.

JIM’S SPECIAL, now 45c a pound
I

Arcade Skating Sink
THANKSGIVING

DAY

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
Look them over as they will save you money
FRESH PEANUT BRITTLE,
20clb.
KISSES—fresh made and assorted,
25clb.

MALAGA GRAPES,
ORANGES—large, juicy, California Sunkist
Oranges,
55c doz.

Afternoon—SNOWBIRDS vs. KNOX ELECTRICS

Evening—POLO

BEARS

vs.

TEXACO

25clb.
25clb.

MIXED NUTS—all this year's nuts,

GRAPE FRUIT, 10c each

STARS

Games called at 3:30 and 8:30

Skating this week, Wednesday, Thursday and Satur
day evenings, and Thursday and Saturday afternoons.
UDIHISiS

THANKSGIVING BALL
TEMPLE HALL

Sure To Please Papa
will be the gift of a box
of Flor de Manuel CI
GARS. Every one he
smokes will soothe and
comfort him as only
good tobacco can. Ladies
( who wish to please their
men folks with a little
gift that will give the
greatest
pleasure
the
money can buy, can do
no better than to make their offering a box of our high
grade Cigars.

You Can Save Money By Buying At Jim’s Comer

THURSDAY NIGHT, N0VEMB7R 24
MARSTON’S

ORCHESTRA

JAMES DONDIS
3

I V

ST.

CORNER ELM

Ever y-Other-Da? '
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STOLE

AMERICAN LEGION

THE

PARSON’S

CAR

MINE BOSS SAYS
HE WAS HELPLESS

A Group of Items Which Will A Sunday Night Episode In Camden Which Shows How
Interest
Buddies Every
One May Laugh At Locksmiths.
where.

Exceptional
Terms for a
Few Days
Only

lh

No respecter of persons is Lenwood 1 “I’ve lost my key.” he said to the Arizona Man Was simply
One grand assault on the magnifi Buxton. Not much else is known ' man in charge; "can you fit ona for
Down and Out and Couldn’t
cent digestion was expected during the about him, except that he also possess- i me?”

visit to that great Amerique. Tres
bien, and one had been in the train
ing for the glorious eating. But, pour
l'amour de Mike, it is les chevaux of
other colors to train for the unex
pected company of a wild bob-cat, is
it not that it is?
Consequently the undomesticated
kitten presented Marshal Foch by
Montana members of the American
Legion now bays the moon in a cage
at the Bronx Zoo, New York, and Le
Marechal sleeps of nights.
The untamed tabby, brought 1500
miles by airplane by Montana Legionnaries and given the marshal at
Kansas City, rapidly changed into a
white elephant The Foch party car
ried it in a strongbox from the West
and through several Eastern cities,
newspaper men of the special train
standing guard. But when the Foch
special stopped in New York for an
hour en route to Princeton University
and while the allied generalissimo was
still abed, the Montana mascot was
quietly transferred onto a truck and
hurried through the early morning
hours to the zoological gardens. The
spirit of the Montana Legionnaires
and. their bobcat was highly appreci
ated, but “Voila!” as the French
said it.
. • * •
An effort to prohibit the holding of
dances in the public school at Kato
nah, N. Y., was defeated by the Amer
ican Legion and the Village Improve
ment Society of that place.
• • • •
When the Y. M C A. in Somerville,
Mass., burned, American Legion men
rescued 24 lodgers, clothed them and
turned the Legion clubroom into the
temporary Y. M. C. A. of the city.
....
Fifty per cent, of the men employed
on the new highway projects in Min
nesota are ex-service men, according
to report received by the American
Legion Employment Bureau at Min
neapolis.
• • • •
Hundreds of letters and telegrams
have been received by the War De
partment from members of the Amer
ican Legion in all parts of the country
in refutation of the charges of Senator
Watson of Georgia, as to the hangings
without court-martial and other dere
lictions in the A. E. F.
• • • •
A Christmas gift to the ex-service
men of the Uni fed States in the form
of the passage by Congress of the
Fordney-McCumber adjusted com
pensation bill, is a prediction made at
Washington by John Thomas Taylor,
vice chairman of the American Le
gion's National Legislative Commit
tee.

The man could and did, and the
es another name and colossal nerve, j
Eventually the
The other gpme is Lenwood Gilman. , Ford disappeared.
The colossal nerve was demonstrated church service was over, and Pastor
Sunday night when he halted in front ' Russell discovered his loss. Never
of the Methodist church in Camden, mind what he said. Mr. Russell is
and took charge of the perfectly re- j a Christian man and whatever he
spectable Ford motor car owned by thought or said probably reflected his
the pastor of the church. Rev. B. W. Christian sentiments.
Russell. The good parson has un- : The authorities spread the alarm In
bounded faith in humanity but fear- other towns and keen-eyed sleuths
ing that the Ford might not stand watched all the lanes which the car
without hitching he turned the key 1 might take. With traveling conditions
on it and put the key in his pocket, in the hazardous condition they now
Then he proceeded to his pulpit to are it was not generally thought that
he could get very far, but "Lizzie” was
spread the gospel.
Buxton, or Gilman, to give him the still on her good behaviour, and Bux
benefit of the doubt, cursed softly ton, or Gilman, reached Bangor before
when he found the car locked, and he was apprehended.
Sheriff Thurston was notified, and
bethought himself of a bright idea.
Pushing the car out into the street, a warrant for the man's arrest was is
he took advantage of the down grade, sued by Judge Miller. In due time
and getting aboard coasted to the Buxton, or Gilman, will be back to face
| his accusers.
nearest garage.
EXPLANATION

PARK THEATRE

We had to change the music ad
vertised for our opening ball at the
Training Station tonight from the
Park Band of 10 pieces to Marston’s
Orchestra of 7 pieces, on account of
so much business in this line at
present. The change is still better,
but both drives o. k. and the best in
the city, for all occasions. The floor is
being surfaced and will be in best of
shape for dancing and the midwinter
evenings with Marston's of 7 pieces
each night. We want all to come.
We will try to satisfy in both music
and dances. Doors open at 7. Grand
march at 8—three hours of dancing.
Ladies’ and gents’ clothes checked and
brushed.
Floor directors.
Steam
heat and good time. Come. All wel
come.
No war tax.
Ladies' 25c;
gents’ 35c.
C. U. Russ.

Constance Binncy has the stellar
role today in a decidedly interesting
picture called "The Magic Cup."
The story deals with the adventures
of a little working girl who is lifted
from the scullery of a great New
York hotel to a life of luxury in a won
derful Long Island Country place, by
a gang of crooks who have learned,
from a pawn-shop keeper, that the
girl owns a rare old silver goblet
which bears the crest of a distin
guished family of Irish nobility. The
girl doesn’t know much about her an
cestry, but her mother had told that
the goblet was a family heirloom; the
crooks pretepd to represent this
family and for a time the girl is very
happy with her supposed grandfather.
Then the real grandfather appears,
and claims not only > the cup but the
girl.
’
There will be a notable picturing
offering Wednesday when “The Bonnie
Brier Brush,” will be shown. The
story is as clean, sweet and wholesome
as a breath from the heather-covered
hills of ‘Bonnie Scotland. It is one of
the few screen offerings that relies for
its appeal on fine characterization and
human interest, and it is unique, for
it is a story without a hero and with
out a villain.
What prettier romance could be un
folded on Thanksgiving Day and Fri
day than "The Courtship of Miles
Standish,” which heads one of the best
bills ever offered in a Rockland pic
ture house. The other subjects are:
"Dawning," Magazine, "The Cave Man
Dentist,” "Torchy, a la carte,” and In
dian Prologue.

Even Move Himself—Feels

Fine Now.

Harry E. Scott, a well-known mine
boss, whose address is Box 683, Tomb

stone, Arizona, writes:
‘I was down and out nearly all the
time with rheumatism and Anally got
to where I couldn't move, even to feed
myself. My wife thought I would
never get well again, and she knew my
condition better than anyone else.
“I was absolutely helpless when my
wife started giving me Tanlac and in
four days I ate a hearty meal for the
first time in many months. Tanlac
put me on my feet and I'm back on the
job working hard and feeling just fine.
I have gained eighteen pounds in
weight/ too."
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Hopkins; in Vinahaven by F. M.
White; in South Thomaston by L. O.
Hanley, E. W. Crie, Criehaven and by
the leading druggists in every town.

In Y>ur Home Immediately !
The Small Payments of $8.00 Monthly Can Be Made from
the Actual Savings in Help-Hire, Time, Fuel, Etc.
OU can't afford to overlook this unusual

WEST ROCKPORT
The sale and supper held by the
Grange Friday evening was a great
success, over }60 was realized. The
play, "The Golden Goose” given free by
Warren parties was very much enjoyed
and appreciated by the good sized
crowd in attendance.
Mrs. Charles Barrows and daughter
Faroline and Miss Lottie Ewell of
Rockville were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Leman Oxton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Kellar will spend
Thanksgiving with their son Jesse and
family in Massachusetts.
The play and dance held in Finn
hall Saturday evening was well pat
ronized and a general good time en
joyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll of
Rockport spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Andrews.
The Ladies' Circle will meet with
Mrs. Bernice Leach Dec. 1 for an all
day meeting. Two quilts will be tacked
and all are requested to bring their
own lunch. Hot coffee will be served
by the hostess.
Joe Andrews arrived home from
Belfast Saturday evening.

ROCKVILLE

Y

opportunity to become the proud owner
of a SIMPLEX IRONER—the reliable

pioneer. This great selling event has been
timed to give you the joy
ing cares in midsummer.

of relief from iron

Go to either of the authorized dealers
listed below^and you will receive courteous

an hour; not a whole day.

SIMPLEX
Ironer

L You will value a SIMPLEX

IRONER in time more
than an Electric Washer.

3. You can iron shirts, bun
galow aprons and nearly
everything successfully
with ease.

6. If service is needed it will
be given cheerfully and
promptly.

7. The cost of operation win
not exceed one-fourth of
the cost of the fuel
used by the hapd-ironing
method.

3. You will have more fun
doing your ironing with the
SIMPLEX IRONER than
anything else you can do
around the house.

4.

attention. See the SIMPLEX IRONER dem
onstrated; see how simple and safe it is and
how easy it operates. Then realize how for
a small down payment of $5.00 you can
have a SIMPLEX IRONER immediately de
livered to your home.
Next week’s ironing
—and that of every week thereafter for a
lifetime—will then be finished beautifully in

8. It will add more to your
comfort and happiness and
preserve your health.

9. Competent demonstration
given you any time you
wish after delivery is
mads.

The ordinary five hours
ironing by hand can be
done with the SIMPLEX
IRCMER in one hour.

rue Art Selects and Paraphrase*.
Yes! We’ve had lots of rain, too,
we also have a little sunshine. It's
When the novelist introduces n bore
We are ready now to make those
A bronze tablet has been erected in
10. Prompt attention to tele,
Vesper’s new baby girl.
5. You will save mere than
into his novel he must not let him
Extremely Simple —Absolutely Safe
winter MEMORIAL WREATHS
Brookline, Mass., to the memory of
Payson & Robbin’s auto truck of bore the reader. The fellow must he
phone orders—deposit can
The automatic feel boerd control is
you actually pay for the
that you want for the cemetery
Albert E. Scott, a former newsboy
East Union broke a wheel while going uiuiie amusing, which he would not be
exclusive with the SIMPLEX Ironer.
be made upon delivery.
machine.
about this time of.year.
You
sit
in
comfort
and
iron.
Bench
known as "Scotty” who was killed be
through here. The Lamson Brothers
given FREE!
in real life. In nine cases out of ten
hind his machine gun in France. He
gave first aid, and the auto was soon
Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
The 42*inch model accommodate*
an exact reproduction of real life
is believed to have been the youngest
a regular, full sized sheet, folded once.
homewdrd bound.
and POM POMS are blossoming in
would
prove
tedious.
Facts
are
not
American soldier killed in the World
Mr. •and Mrs. Bert Ames of Rock
profusion and we are picking Violets
War. The American Legion partici
land are moving into their home here necessarily valuable, and frequently
every day. The season for these
Call at our store to see demonstration or telephone and we shall be
pated in the unveiling ceremony.
they add nothing to fiction. The art
blooms is short. Don’t neglect to
for the winter.
♦ . » •
Mrs. Addie Fitzgerald of this place of the realistic novelist sometimes
enjoy them while they are at their
glad to arrange for demonstration in your home.
In a campaign to collect overcoats
best.
recently underwent a serious operation st ems akin toifhat of the Chinese tailor
for jobless ex-service men in New
in a Lewiston hospital. At present she who ptrpetratjed the old patch on the
Our prices are reasonable
York, John Golden, the theatrical pro
is resting comfortably.
new trousers. True art selects and
ducer, offered one of the best seats
Mr. and Mrs. AV. H. Clough were in paraphrases, but seldom gives a ver
VISITORS are welcome at the
for his play, “Thank You,” to every
greenhouses during business hours.
Rockland recently, and purchased a
person
bringing
a
discarded
new victrola. That means a few even batim translation.—Thomas Bailey
Aldrich.
•?
overcoat to the theatre. Several hun
ings are engaged.
H. M. SILSBY, Florist
AUGUSTA, MAINE
dred coats were obtained and distrib
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Robbins were in
253 Camden St., Rockland
uted through the American Legion
town this week on a business trip.
Welfare organization.
Mrs. Alice Babbidge and sons
. . • ■
Charles and Frank attend church
APPLETON
DON’T
and Sunday School in West Rockport.
A few hours after he had been re
This is another reason why our at
leased from the military prison at Ft.
DO
Our pastor has sent in his resigna
tractive little church should not be
Leavenworth, Kansas, where he was
tion He has been with us nearly two
THIS!
closed.
serving a sentence for a "buddy” who
years, and is very popular with both
Mrs. Fannie Brewster leaves Wed
had saved his life in France. Harry W.
old and young and we are very sorry
nesday for Lewiston, where she wi.’I
Haley, was greeted at Springfield, Mo
to part with him. He has done much
be the guest of her sister Mrs. Perry
by several thousand citizens of that
good and his cheering words and
for Thanksgiving. From Lewiston,
place headed by the American Legion.
pleasant smile will be sadly missed.
Mrs. Brewster will go to California
Haley is now ensconced on a ranch
I for the winter.
He is called to a larger church in
near Springfield where he is the guest
of Col. R. P. Dickerson, commander of
Cliff Hamilton. Johnny Ham. and Lu
Brookline. Our loss will be their gain
LEONARD
the National Loyalty League.
i Alyward of Rockland called on John
and our best wishes go with him and
... *
' Ranlett Sunday and were pleased to
to his wife who sometimes filled the
Twenty different styles of see him so much improved in health.
pastorate if he was absent.
More than a million members of the
There will be no meeting of the
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
Annie McLain is in Canipcllo
American Legion have pledged them
folders from $3 per dozen |! Community
Club
on
Thursday,
as
it
is
STOPS
HEAD
NOISES.
Simply
spending the winter with ner niece,
selves to assist in the American Edu
!
a
holiday.
The
next
meeting
will
be
Rub
it
Back
of
the
Ears
and
up, and three extra portraits
Mrs. Oscar Lewis.
cation Week campaign, Dec. 4-10. un
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of ancthe home of Mrs. Clough on Dec. 1
der the auspices of the Legion and the
Mrs. A F. Fogg is at home after a
with every dozen taken be |1 at
eai
will
b.
givea
by
the
drucrieL
at the usual time.
National
Educational
Association,
week's visit with friends in Searsmont.
Mrs. Fannie Brewster expects to
fore December 1 st.
For sale io Rockland by Comer Drug
composed of school and college teach
spend the winter in San Francisco
Store, Cor. Main and Limerock St*.
ers. The purposes of the campaign are
with her daughter. Miss Emma BrewsA. 0. LEONARD. INC.
to inform the public of the accomplish
Jud Tunkins.
Write for Catalog
ter, who has been there for some time,
70 5th Ave., New York City
ment and needs of the public schools
Jud Tunkins says a man who prides
‘‘IN THE HEART OF THE CITV” i Mrs. Brewster plans to leave next
and to secure support and co-opera
himself on saying u thing and sticking
Upstairs. Opp. Security Trust Co.
week to visit her sister, Mrs. Ernest
tion of the public in meeting these
to it is liulile to get as tiresome us a
Perry in Lewiston and her mother who
needs.
124Th. tf
Portland,Maine
MAN’S whippoorwill.
' is spending the winter with Mrs. Perry, A ROCKLAND
j From here she goes to San Francisco
i travelling in company with Mr. and
EXPERIENCE
Mrs. Flood who have a home in San
Francisco. Mrs. Flood was formerly
ox
Mrs. Grace Austin of Rockland.
Can you doubt the evidence of this
Miss Mabel Oxton is in Rockland
Rockland citizen?
with Mrs. Haines for a short time.
Mrs. Haskell is the guest of Minnie
You can verify Rockland endorse
O'Neil in Rockland.
Harry Rogers has had repairs made ment. Read this:
In some respects, human experience
on the interior of his house. Mr.
Charles H. Felch, blacksmith, 31 Gay
Oxton of Thomaston is doing the work.
is like railroading.
Nathaniel Carroll has had his house street, Rockland, says: “We have used
piped from a spring in his field.
Doan’s Kidney Pills in the home quite
Every moment of the business and
•AFTER
Some one inquiries: “Is it right
social day the block signals arc giving
to neglect our church?” No it is not frequently and they have always
EVERY
right, but it is a greater wrong to proven beneficial. Some years ago my
right of way to keenness and alertness
neglect our Creator upon whom we are
MEAL"
—while the slow and the heavy must
dependent for all we have, even the kidneys began to give me trouble. My
! breath of life.
back pained severely and it was hard
wait on the sidetrack for their chance
The sun will be a welcome visitor
IOfop 5$
for me to keep going at my work. I
to move forward.
j after so many stormy days,
j Are you getting ready to gobble, was so lame across my hack. My kid
gobbler next Thursday—Thanksgiving neys didn’t act regularly so I decided to
The ability to “go through” and to
! day ?
“get there” depends much on the poise of
use Doan’s Kidney Pills. They weren’t
body, brain and nerves that comes with
long in ridding me of the trouble. I
gladly recommend Doan’s.”
correct diet and proper nourishment.
Price 60c. at aU'dealers. Don't sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
That's why so many choose GrapeDoan's Kidney Pills—the same that Mr,
Nuts for breakfast and lunch. Served
Felch had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs.,
with cream or milk it is completely
which everybody
Buffalo, N. Y.
* • • e

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

Scratch Feed

Christmas Photos
TYLER’S

Poultry Feed

STUDIO

EAR OIL

Hay Presses

I

The ^Block Signals
Are Working—

nourishing, partly pre-digested, and it
the

vital

so

RAW FURS and DEER SKINS

delightful

Bought at Highest Market Prices
All shipments of furs are held seven
days and if our valuation is not sat
isfactory we return your furs and
PAY ALL EXPENSES

salts

mineral

necessary to full nutrition.
Grape-Nuts

has

a

rich,

1

etc

Kendall El Whitney

WRIGLEYS

R^WFurs

supplies

Ice Tools

flavor, is ready to serve on the instant

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.
PORTLAND. MAINE

—and is distinctly the food for mental
and physical alertness and speed.
all grocers.

"There's a Reason"

for Grape-Nuts

At

USE

ACCO ASPIRIN
TABLETS
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
ache, Earacha, etc. At all druggists.
121-tf

The new sugar coated
chewing gam
likes—you will
too. •

.. delicious peppermint
flavored sugar jacket around
peppermint flavored chewing gum
that will aid your appetite and diges
tion. polish your teeth and moisteo
your throat.
B122

agin

THE FLAVOR LASTS

